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By ANDY LIPPMAN
Associated Press Wetter
, COVINGTON, Ky: f AP) —
Democratic Rep.- Carroll Hubbard
launched a series of appearances .
. around the state today but said it was
too early to make an announcement as
 4.-oandidatalor
'It's too early for persons to commit
themselves," said Hubbard at a news
conference in Covington. "By next
January there will be important
polal develoOments that will change
the courie Of the governor's race. Thera
are thunderclouds hanging overFrank-
fort."
• Hubbard was not specific on the
"thunderclouds," but he criticized
"deals and payoffs" with tax money.
And he said State Commerce Com-
missioner Terry McBrayer, believed to
be Gov. Julian Carroll's choice as the
next governor, would have' to answer
some questions about State Democratic
Chairman Sonny Hunt.
Hubbard also criticized statements
attributed to McBrayer that it would
take $99119._. Ittisbie 
tor. gOvernor. Hubbard called the state-
ment "saddening" and said there
should be no price tag on the governor's
office.
"July 6 is too early to enter as a
candidate," said Hubbard. "I may be
the last candidate to enter."
He said many.politicians are making
commitments now.
"They may end up as frustrated as
the passengers who boarded, the
Titantic," he said.
He said many persons have en-
couraged him to run for governor and
In Our 99th Year
that the race is "wide open'' for next
year. -
He said events that would change the
course of the governor's race would be
coming out on their own and that he
would be helping bring them out.
spenders in campaigns, tired of deals
and payoffs with their tax rrakiey," said
Hubbard.,
The Covington appearance was to be
followed later in the day .with news
conferences in Lexington, Louisville,
Owensboro and Paducah, with more
appearances scheduled Friday.
Political observers believe Hubbard
is one of at least five Democratic
candidates who will eventually be in the
governor's race.
TVA Official To Address WKRECC
'Annual Membership Meeting
acting assistant director of TVA's
Division of Power Utilization, will
, address the 40th annual members'
meeting . of the West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative here Saturday.
The meeting will be held at the
• cooperative's headquarters banding,
",. A .one-dayr consultative .and
/,diagnostic heart„clinic for medically
Mdigent children will be held in the
Calloway County-Health Department,
Murray, an Friday, July 21. This clinic
will serve patients from Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves:'
Hickman, Livingston,- , Maishall and
McCracken Counties. •
- Dr. Robert Solinger and Dr. Fran-
cisco Elbl, Co-Directors of the Ken-.
taeky Children's 'Heart Clinic, Norton-
Children's Hospital, Louisville, and
other physicians from the University of
Louisville School of Medicine, will
-conduct the clinic. ,
Co-spopsored by the Kentucky Heart
Association, the Bureau for Health
Services and the County Health
Departments, the clinic provides a
diagnostic service for the patient, along
with recommendations for treatment
and management of the case. It also
provides an opportunity for the
referring physician to consult with the
clinician regarding his patient.
Necessary expenses of the cimic are
being underwritten by the Keraucky
Heart Association and the Bureau for
Health Services. Clinic personnel as
well as space, and equipment will be
provided by the Calloway Mot},
Health Department, the Bureau for
Health Services and the Kentucky
Heart Association.
Only those indigent children who
have a written referral from a.
p.hysisiab will be admitted to the clinic.
DOTAnnounces
FRANKFORT—State Transportation'
Secretary Calvin G. Grayson has
announced that Calloway County will
receive $292,720 to support its Rural
Secondary Road Program for the 1978-
79 fiscal year, which begins July I.
According to Grayson, the Calloway
-County program will provide for
maintenance along some III miles of
local roads. Specific improvement
projects also included in the program
are the blacktop resurfacing along one-
half mils of KY 7478 (Murray-Benton
Road), two miles of CR 1354 (Poor
Farm Road), and over one mile.of CR
1287 (Gus Robertson Road).
The rural secondary road program
wail established under a 1948 law to help
gialnn.,and knProve- the.. faru-to.
market and other essential rural roads.
It is financed under a formula which
prattles ttutt heo cents of the tax
-collected on each gallon of motor fuels
sold In Kentucky be set aside for
allocation to support the rural secon-
dary road program.
The allocations are announced once
anntuilly, on a fiscal-year basis.
121$-West Broadway, starting at '3
o'clock. •
Jackson' is a native in Nashville,
where he was educated in public
schools and Vanderbilt School of
Engineering. Starting in 1951, he servec- 1
as manager of Tennessee_ValIey
—Electric Coaiierative in Savahnah
Tenn.-, for more than 17 years. , , •
In 1968, he became generaLmanager,
of the Alabama Electric Cooperative.
His most notable aroject there was-the
construction of the Tombigbee Steam
Plant near Mobile.
He returned to the Tennessee Valley
in 1970 to join TVA's Division of Power
Utilization. This division has respon-
sibilities for 'TVA's poWer 'contracts
with 160 local power distributors, 50
large directly served federal and in-
dustrial customer and neighboring
utilities: This division also-has a leading
role in TVA's massive energy con-
servation prograrn.
S. David Freeman, chairman of .the
A board of directors, was originally
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (-AP) Officials
of the Kentucly State Penitentiary
have launched an investigation,
seeking to determine if outside help has
been behind some of the seven escapes
and 39 attempted escapes in the past
Year.
The Louisville Courier-Journal
reported in today's editions that "one
man, described as a former high-
ranking member of the prison staff,
may be placed under surveillance."
scheduled to address the members'
meeting, but was forced to cancel his
-appearance here because of a meeting
on the Tellico Dam project on the same
day.
Three members of West Kentucky
_RECC's -board • of directors, H. G.
- Cringles, Calloway County, Jahn Collie,
Marshall -County and Joe S. 'Ray.
Graves County, have been nominated
for re-election to three year terms. The
teams of all three expireat the, end of
the present year. ,
John Edd Walker, general manager
of the cooperative which serves
Graves, Marshall, Calloway and
Carlisle Counties, will present his
annual report to the membership.
Walker has served as general
manager of -the sprawling eleetric
cooperative since 1943.
Officers of the co-op are Jeffrey
Howard, Graves County, president,
Collie, vice president, and Ralph
Edrington, Carlisle County, secretary-
treasurer.
"We are exploring two or three
avenues," Superintendent Don Bor-
denkircher confirmed. But he declined
tP say---whether there are specific
suspects on the outside.
Bordenkircher said the seven escapes
and 39 attempted escapes at the prison
since last July I "certainly were not
just on impulse."
There are "many, many things that
simply do not add up," he said. "they
just don't make sense right now."
Nineteen contestants from
throughout the area will compete for
the honor of presiding -over the 1878
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair
this Friday at Lovett Auditorium on the
Murray State University campus.
Sponsored by the Sigma Department
of Murray Woman's Club and the
Jaycees, the beauty pageant will kick
oft fair-related activities and the fair,
Which begins Monday.
itoceedairowthuZsilleitift-pegeent
Friday go to the Glenda Boone
Memorial Scholarship Fund and
various local charities.
Larry England, speech and debate
coach at Calloway County High, will
emcee the pageant. Judges for the
event will be the former Miss Ken-
tucky, Karen Gordon of Benton, and the
former Miss Kentucky USA, Connie
Clark, also of Benton, and Mrs. Smith
Broadbent of Cadiz.
QUEEN CONTESTANTS SWIM PARTY Contestants for the 1978 Murray-CalicodaY County Fair Queen title at-
tended a swim party at the home of Mr. andMrs. Don Keller, College Farm Road, Murray, Wednesday. Pictured in
the top photo (from left) is Tricia tohnson, Leah Hill, Laura Colson, Felecia Pinner, Igni Starts and Sandy Hutson. Pic-
tured above (from left) are Audrey Conley, Tammy AtIblitten, Shaun Baker, Lisa Wallin, leste.rorogan, Delores Hon-
shul, Tammy Feltner, Connie Curd, Francie Outland and Mina Washer. Denise White, Stephanie Cunningham and
Rhonda Darnell b4re not available for-the picture.
Three prisoners- who. escaped from
the prison Monday were captured in St.
Louis Tuesday night. Extradition
proceedings were underway Wed-
nesday for Joseph Craig, 32, and
Charles Mutphy, 27, while the third
map, James Hatfield, 22, waived ex-
tradition.-
The three 'were taken into custody as
they walked along a street near a St.
Louis Fourth of July celebration. They '
had sawed their way out of the 90-year-
old ataxianum security prison in_
western Kentucky before daylight
Monday. • •
Bordenkircher Said Craig, serving
eight life terms from Daviess County
for-armed robbery, was rarzyto,g a
butcher knife, but the Jothers were
unarmed.
The superintedent said the arrests
came after Craig picked up a_ small
amount .of money that had been wired
Staff Photos by Lowell Atchley
' to him. Bordenkircher did not identify
-the sender.
The three escaped by sawing bars
from their cell doors, sawing through a
corridor window, then dropping about
20 feet to the ground.
- Bordenkircher said the three will be
charged with escape and federal
charges are pending against them in
connection with transporting a stolen
car across state lines.
71 Percent Boost
Biggest Price Increase In Four Years Expected This. Year
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
goverment says Americans should
- brac:e themselves this year for the
biggest consumer price increase in four
years — a 7.2 percent boost sparked by
higher food prices and the decline of the
----dollar.
The cost of living projection released
by the administration today is about I
per cent higher than the official
forecast of last January.
If it holds, Americans -Would feel the
worst bite in their wallets since in-
flation pushed consumer prices over




In a split four to three decision,
Kentucky Supreme Court has upheld
the November. 1977, conviction of
Robert Earl Cooper on first degree rape
charges.
A Calloway County jury found Cooper
guilty in connection with the August,
1977, rape and oot:obery•df a 74-year-old
Almo woman.
Cooper received a 60 year prison
term on the rape conviction and five
ye* s for second degree robbery.
Justices Clayton, Reed, Sternberg
and Jones upheld the decision while
justices Lukowsky, Palmore and
Stephenson. dissented.
The . attorney for Cooper alleged
circuit court trial errors in making
appeal. ,
•
The administration said prices next
year probably will rise 6.5 percent, also
worse than it had forecast previously.
"The price level forecasts for 1978
and 1979 emphasize the need to find
ways to control inflation," said the
administration's midyear review of the
economy and the 1979 budget.
The Agriculture Department said
June 29 in its midyear review it was
standing by its prediction that con-
sumer food prices will rise by 8 percent
to 10 percent this year.
This means that a typical urban, -
wage-earning family of three that spent
$53.21 a week on food last year will
Spend $58.46 a week this year.
For its statistical marketbasket of
foods, which does not include fish or
Imported foods and beverages, the
-department -predicts the hypothetical
threepersofi family will spend $2.178 for
groceries in 1978 -- or $191 more than
IR year.
•
SHIA CMS, left, son of Mr. and kir', Buddy Sykes of Murray. was named
1978 State winner of the FFA Crop Production Contest at the state FFA
convention in June. Shea.‘crop included eons, soybeans, wheat and tobac-
co. He received a trophy and f chro k for $100 from the FFA Foundation.
His entry will represent -Kentucky in the National4Contest in Kansas City,
Mo. in November. rresetning the award Is mai sAriee, 1977..78. state vice.
pfesiden1 of the Kentucky Association of FFA.
Declines in the value of the dollar
have added as much as 0.75 percent to
the inflation rate this year, Federal
Reserve Chairman G. _ William Miller
estimated last spring.
Because the dollar's value has fallen
against the Japanese yen, for example,
the price of imported Toyota cars has
eased at-least fivetirnestri the plat
year.
The worsening inflation will cause the
economy to grow at.a slower pace both
this year and next because of declining
consumer purchasing power and a
slowdown in government efforts to
stimulate economic growth, the ad-
ministration said.
F'armers are reminded that July 15 is
the final date to report the acres of dark
fired-cured and dark air-cured tobacco
planted on the farm, and July 31 is the
ftoal date _to. report_ other. crops
(aoybeans, corn, popcorn, etc.), ac-
cording to David E. Riley, Jr'., County
Executive Director, Calloway County
ASCS Office.
It is very important that these crops
be • reported because they might
possibly have some influence on
whether or not a person would be
eligible to participate in the farm








Let's Stay Well  4








Garrotts Galley  
Horoscope 
A number-of economists both in and
out of government • are saying the
worsening inflation rate could bring on
a recession sometime next year.
But the administration -said the
current outlok still is for an acceptable
economic grot,i rate of 4.1 paned this
year and 4.3 ent In - —
today's index 
One Section — 18 Pages
Classifieds . . ..... 13,14, 15
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warm ... -
Sunny and warai today'
Higtfs in the low to mid 90s
Fair and mild tonight with lows
in the Idiv 70s Partly sunny
and warmer with .a , chance of
afternoon thundershowers Fri-
day Highs in the mid 90s.
a
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,Ilau. For' BUS . Trip -
Hangers and Rangerettes of
the Woodmen of the World
-from Murray and Calloway
,Cauity will be going to Six
Flags Over Mid America in St.",
% Louis, Mo., on Wednesday,
July 12.
All members must make
reservations by July 10, if they
plan to attend, and the
- registration and health form
must be turned in before
leaving;
The busses wilt leave the
Municipal parking lot at 5:30
a.m. Wednesday. and return
to the parking lot at 11:30 p.m.
Wednesday night.
Rhonda Jane Garland Is
Married To Dr. Johnson
- Miss Rhonda Jane Garland,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Eurte Garland of Murray, and
Dr. Joseph Edward Johnson of
Columbia, Tenn., son of. Mr.
and Mrs. James A. Johnson of
Middleton, Tenn:, were
married on Saturday, May 13,
..at two p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
The bride is the grand-
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
J. Garland and of Mrs. Noble_
Fitts and the late Mr. Fitts of
Murray. The groom is the
grandson of Mrs. J. E.
Johnson and the ,late. --Mr.
-Recent 13ride.... 'Johnson and the late Mr. and
Mrs.-L, T. Cornelius. _
Al H. Price, : _minister
former teacher of the bride
and friend of the couple,
. Mrs. Robert Jason performed, the impressive
Brelsford. the former Tammy double ring ceremony in front
--Outland. was complimented • . of the large stone fireplace. in
with two special events prior the club house. before an
., her June wedding. -lisseinbly of friends and
A tea was held at the relatives.
community room of the North As the guests arrived they
Branch of the Peoples Bank were asked to sign the register- 
with Mrs. James H. Outland, in the entrance foyer by Miss
Mrs. Charles Outland, Mrs.. Amelia Lovett, cousin of the
Charles Henry, Mrs. Charles bride. The table was covered
with a floor length whitg linenH. Chaney, Mrs. James
Chaney, Mrs. Junior cloth bordered in Jace and
Childress, Mrs. Joe adorned with a vase of pink
McCuiston, Mrs. Fred roses. Guests signed the • ---
eXinney, and Mrs. Chari hndpbook--.with-a-
white---lbow--swept -into-a-tiered--skirt--lo -points of  -interest in' - 
PRPSSURE, CANNING





Dr. and Mrs. Joseph 'Edward Johnson--
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Q. What causes canned food
to spoil?
A There are three possible
causes: a faulty seal,
processing too short a time or
at too low a temperature, and
improper handling- of food.
Q. What causes a faulty
seal?
A Again, we. ean point to
to
follow: t e mann acturer s
instructions for the canning
lids used, leaving the wrong
amount of head space at top of
jar, and using a jar witti.a
hairline crack or a chip along
the sealing edge.
Q. What is involved in
correct processing?
• A. . Correct processing means
using the method recom-
_ mended for the food-either a
boiling water bath or steam-
pressure canner - and for the
time specified in the canning
instructions for each food.
a
plume pen. Ten guests were flowing gracefully to the floor. Alabama, Tennessee,' and Q What foods should I
Mrs. DonnItsBrandon, Mrs. ushered to their, seats by John They 
carried long stemmed North Carolina._ She wore a process in a pressure canner,
Brenda Mansfield. Mrs. Gene and Ron Garland; brothers of pink roses 
caught with pink light blue princess style dress and why?
Jackson, and _ Miss Sandra the bride, as Mrs. John Robert ribbon and 
streamers. A pink and the" gardenia ,• from. her - A. All low-acid food - meat;
Irvin were hostesses for a
personal shower held at, the





Major was the setting for 'a
morning coffee held on.
Monday, June 19, honoring
Mrs. Joyce Graham Spark-
man of Rockport, Texas, a
member of the 1923.
graduating class of Murray
High School of which Mrs.
-Major was a-member.
Other gruests included the
local members of the class as
well. as Mrs. Martha
Wadlington White of Cadiz,
• also a classinember, and Miss
Frances Sexton._
• Refreshments were served
from a table in the 'dining
room overlaid "with an
Hiwaiian cloth and ceritereW
with an antique scales filled
wftklruit. A service table on
the patio was presided over by
William Major.
The hours were spent in
conversation and reminiscing.
and were . concluded with
pictures made by Mr.-Major.
The fifteen class members
present were Mrs. Joyce
Graham ,Sparkman, Mrs.
Kathryn Butterworth Walker,
Miss Ruth Sexton, Miss
Lorene Swann, Mrs. Martha
Wadlington White, Mrs. Opal
Outland Parker, Miss Meadow
Mile,. Mrs. Hilda Page
Lavender, Mrs. Connie Parks
Jones, Mrs. Lucille Farmer
Austin, Preston. Holland,
Vernon. Stabbtetield, Jr.,
Dwight Crisp, Claud Miller,
and Mrs. Major.
Jones sang "Evergreen." rosebud was pinned in their bouquet. •- ‘. poultry, fish, and all
The ceremony opened with a hair. They wore white- Dr. and Mrs' . Johnson are vegetables except tomatoes
%mut). -eofftposed- o mr, suds bracelets,- earrings,- - and- -now-redididititt-tsfekecT vegetables-
Apt.- A• 6, Columbia, ,.Tenn., require processing at a heat ofMrs. Jerry Bolls, Mrs. Perry pendant, gifts of the bride.
Cayitt, and Ernie Rob Bailey • Dr. Donnie Headrick, of where he is practicing' 240 degrees_Farenheit, which
singing "Sunrise Sunset" as Franklin, Terra., served as veterinary meticine with Dr. is reached in the canner under
the grandmothers were best man. The groomsman Fred Porter. The bride will be 10 pounds of pressure. This
seated. They sang "I Can't was Dr. Fred Perter of a stuaent at the University of - 
Help Falling In Love With • Columida, Tenn. The groom Tennessee -School of Social
You as_the -groonVsliarents were a solid blue tuxedo with a Work at-Nashville, Twin- thtts
were seated, and "The white rose buttoniere. The fall stadyirrg;--for a MSSVV.
Wedding Song" as the bride's other --men in the- wedding degree: . , ,' •
mother was seated. party -wore contrasting pants- , Guests .
As Mrs. David Bath, former and vests with lilies of the • Out of town guests included'
college _roommate and at- valley buttonier'es. • Mr. and -Mrs. Harmon Craft
tendant of the bride. entered, On either side of the and Mark, Mr. and Mrs.
followed by • Mrs. Max fireplace stood three tall Travis Kennedy, Lisa a
Underwood, sister of the bride columns holding large urns Of • John, Mr. and Mrs. 'W •
'and- matron of honor, the ferns. The mantle held a large Cornelius and Regina, Mr
music group sang "Faithful fart -shaped arrangement of Mrs. Dick Shelton, Mr.
and True." pink_ ponies, white gladioli, Mrs. Ronny' Cornelius,,,
• _Bride's Dress -and leather leaf. Three white and Mrs. John Robert Jas,
The bride, escorted by her cathedral candelabra tudding_ Mr. and -Mrs.. _Jardes A
father and given iti:/narriage white gardenia 'scented Johnson, Mrs. J. E: Schnson,
by her parents wore a' formal candles_witte satin ••bows and • Mrs. Ross Mills, Mrs. Kenny
gown of white silk organza' streamers Were placed in the Cornelius, Mrs. .Emmett
designed with a portrait • center of the fireplace. During Vincent and Melinda
neckline, full skirt with chapel r the ceremony the parents of • Middleton, Tenn.; Mr and
train, and sheer . bishop the couple lit One candle each Mrs. Avery_ Guthery., Karen
sleeves all accented with and the bride and groom IAA* • and DaVid,-McKenzie, Tenn.;
floral venise lace. ,center candle to signify the Dr. and Mrs -Howard Johns,
ching Walking length veil- of unitincof the families.''.;--------"Mrs_Kalby Sanders .and John,
imported illusion was bor- Mrs. Garland, mother of the Huntington, Tenn.; Mr. and
dered in venise lace and at- bride, chose a formal'shrinp Mrs.- Carlos Welch. and Mr.
tached to-a lace and seed pearl gown with an a-line skirt Of • and Mrs. Phil 13_ennett. Spring
caplet. silesta fabric with long sheer Hill, Tenn.; Dr. and Mrs. Fred.,
She were petite diamond chiffon sleeves;-- scooped Porter, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
earrings, gift of the groom, necline with double chiffon Porter, and Shiela Franks,
and her mother's pendant. rapelet attached to the Columbia, Tenn.;, Mrs.
Her bridal bouquet was made shoulders. Shd`wore matching Margaret- Franks Savannah,
up of cascading gardenias, shrimp peau de soie shoes and Tenn.; Mrs. Rick Hallman,
stephanotis, leather leaf, and carried a -clutch bag of Paducah; Dr: and Mrs'.
draped with cathedral pearli:-•,,,yariegated shades of shrimp. Donnie Headrick, Franklin,
The attendants, Mrs. Bath white cittleya orchid was Tenn.; Mrs. J. B. Shearin and
and Mrs. • Underwood, wore her corsage. Mrs. Lloyd Crawford. Bolivar,
identical dresses fashioned of The groom's mother, Mrs. -Tenn.; Dr. and Mrs. Arthur'
white voile with dainty multi- Johnson, was attired in a Shearin and Scott, Henderson";
flora printed flowers with blue formal gown of mauve matte Tenn.; Mrs and Mrs...P.daL..-_.
being the predominant 'color. - jersey. with a cowl neckline Fulks and Amy and Mr and
A scooped neckline tying in a that 'extended into a. chiffon Mrs. David Bath, Memphis,
_ti,:ty bow at the front was • floor length scarf with blen- Tenn.; Mr. and :Mrs. Frank
accented by sleeves that ding accessories. Her corsage Guziy, Metropolis, Ill.; Mr. %
gathered softly at the elbow. A was a white cattleya orchid. and Mrs. Marc Hayes and Al
fitted waistline with matching , Mrs. Gordon Moody. H. Price, Henderson, Tenn.;
arranged the flowers and Mrs. Miss 'Laura Schulte, Villa
Thomas Lovett :directed the Hills; Miss Sulanne Holland
wedding. _ • and Miss Lucy Helm,
Reception • Louisville; Miss Mary Jane'
, 'Immediately following the Dilihay, Drakeiboro'; Mr and,
ceremony the bride's parents Mrs. Allen Ashlock, Bay, _At•S t--.
were hosts tor the reception Rehearsal Dinner
held at the club house. Mr. and Mrs. James, A,
The bride's table, covered Johnson. parents „di the
'With a White tiered flooriength—gtradrh; --Were hosts Tor a •
cloth, was arranged in an L rehearsal dinner held ar
shape. The three tiered white . ,DeVanti's. Covers were laid
wedding cake with • a for twenty-five persons. A full
miniature bouquet adornidg . course steak dinner was
the top later was garlanded served along with fresh
with ' fresh flowers and- coconut cake baked by Mrs.
greenery. Three branched' Gordon Moody as a surprise
candelabra with burning for John and Ron Garland's
white tapers flanked the cake. birthday.
 An assortment of tea san- The tables held baskets- of-
dwiches, minta, nuts, and yellow daisies,- baby's breath,
punch were served from silver and greenery. The couple
appointments. A large crystal presented gifts to their
bowl of colorful fresh fruit tendants. -
enhanced the attractive table. Judge and Mrs. Robett O.
Mrs. Themes D. Lovett and Miller entertained with , a
Ms.' Regina LoVilr,'"drillt and bridal luncheon at their home
cousin - respectively , of' the -Tor members of the bri
bride served the cake, and- party, out of town guests, and
Mrs. James Garland f served parent of the bride and
the punch. .groom On tne day of the
'Assisting in serving were wedding.
Mrs Robert 0. Miller, Mrs. An open house for the nlAny
W-irlielttli." ittnraltett• nertenty- ?Ow haft ttetpect4wirr
Mitchell, Mrs. Ricky Burkeen, the Wedding or with °Ow,
Mies Regina Cornelilis, Miss - courtesies-for the couple Li-,
Debbie Mason, and Miss Amy held. at the Garland home on
Lovett. Tribrsday, May it. Mr.
'Other floral arrangements Garland and the bride wi•,.
were used at vantage points assisted by Miss Debbie
throughout the club house. Mason and Mrs, MA
After the reception the' Underwood, in entertain:, .
couple left for a weddir trip' and serving the guests,
temperature is needed to kill
food-spoilage. bacteria. This
temperature will also destroy
the spore that allows the rare-




Q. When should I use the
boiling-water-bath-canner?
A. Use It to process high-acid
foods: fruits, tomatoes,
pickled fruits and pickled
vegetables. These can all be
safely protessed at the lower
heat (212 degrees Farenheit
reached in a boiling-water-
bath canner. " •




Mr. and Mrs. John William
Bryan, Jr., Murray, are the
parents of a baby boy, John
William III, weighing eight
pounds eleven ounces,
measuring' twenty inches,
born on Saturday, June 3, at
5:32 a.m. at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
They have, one daughter,
Amy Michelle, age two.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John William Bryan, Sr.,
Murray, Mrs. Dolores Neal,
Calvert City, and Kenneth
Neal, Philadelphia. Great
grandpartnts are 'Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Bryan, Brien-
shurg, Mrs. Lillian Neal,
Calvert City, and Mrs. Anne
McCardle, Philadelphia, Pa.
Hospital, Paducah.
The father is employed at
tbe Murray Division of the
Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John Stabile, Sr., of
Miami, Fla., and .George
Bender of Hernando, Fla.
WOMEN • PURCHASING
• SPORTS EQUIPMENT
:CHICAGO tAP) - Women
constitute almost one-third of
the martet for jogging shoes,
snow skis and hiking boots, ne-
cording to a consumer survey
epared for the National
Soring Goods Association
*re and based on interviews
with 32,000 U.S. families.
The report cites the influence
of growing female participation
for the strong sales increases in
lemon juice or a canning
tablet Containing citric acid
and salt. Added according to
directions, these -make -sure
the tomatoes can be safely





Q... I know "old timers" who
still use the open-kettle
method kir tomatoes and
fruits. Why isn't ' this
recommended any more?
A. There is always the
danger of-d.votsimination W.--
food-spoilage bacteria when
foods are transferred from the
cooking kettle to the jars.
The only thing you-call safely
can by Ijit.pahkettle method
is jelly. Evens°, you must use
great tare
Sams, preserves,. conserves,
marmalades and also pickles
chiliad always be processed in
a boiling-water-bath canner.






flaiworp Plan aid, cum-.
phatrtrillal regaary.
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' Mr. and Mrs. John Stabile,
Jr., of Murray Rothe One are
the parents of a _baby boy,
Matthew John, weighing six
pounds ten ounces, measuring
twenty-one inches, born of
Friday, June 23, at 3:09 a.m.
at the Western Baptist
softball equipment. Almost half
the bowling balls and tennis
rackets purchased are for wom-
en, as are one out of ,every
baseball gloves bought. In addi-
tion, women represent an esti-
mated 30 percent of all skate=
boards' .purchased, the survey.
shows.
III)URRAY
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Mr. and 11 rs. Robert Jason Brelsford
The sanctuary of the Elm Mrs. Donna Brandon and Miss
Grove.Bartilt:chereh witaahe-Sandra Irvin. -They. were
setting for the June -ninth identically attired in floor
wedding of Miss Tammy length gowns of ice blue dotted
:Gwen Outland ot Robert Jason swiss. They carried light blue
Brelsford. The bride is the daisies and baby's breath tied
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy with light blue ribbon. They
_10e, Outlanci anct_the groom each had a light blue daisy and
the son of -Janice aiiI junjoi. baby s breath for their hair-.-
-Brelsford, all of Murray. Mr. Brelafdrd-chose Charles
Glisson as his best man.Officiating at the double
Gring ceremony was the Rev. roomsmen were Chuck Betts
Calvin Wilkins. and Darren Miles. Serving as
The altar was centered with ushers wrcky Carson and.
a white garden- arch entwined Mark Ou d, brother of the
_with greenery and majestic bride.
Mr. Belsford_ wore a white.,blue daises. Baskets of leather
tuxedo with an ice blue Shirt- Ileaf, baby's- breath and light
blue daisies were set on each and a light blue carnation. All
side of the arch. the other men wore ice blue
Light blue bows 
markedpey. 
tuxedos and white carnations.
each femily. Mrs. Outland chose for her
A program of nuptial music daughter's wedding a flock
length dress of pink quianawas presented by Mrs.
Regena Jackson. knit. Her corsage was a pink
BRIDE' S DRESS cyrnbidium orchid._ .
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given Mrs. 
Brelsford, mother of
u.  tlafriage by her parents, ttie grown. was attired in a
was lovely in her gown floor lenght dress of yellowof
white chiffon and chantilly 
-quiana knit. Her corsage was
lace. Fashioned with -a a white 
cymbidium Orchid.
pinafore-effect bodice,' the 
Presiding at - the guest
lace Covered the front and 
register was Miss Bonnie
shoulders of the gown. Smith. The lace 
covered table
Accenting the neckline was a was adorned with 
a small -
medalion effect ofjins_and
arrangement of light blue
-small seed pearls. The full a ises and baby's 
breath.
sleeves were fastened With a The wedding was 
directed
deeplace cuff. by Mrs. James H. Outland.
The soft A-line skirt • was Mrs. BrOtiin" 
Flood,
appliqued with chantilly lace maternal 
grandmother of the
medallions „and accented at groom, chose a 
floor length
the hemline by a border of the dress of green knit. She 
wore a
chantilly lace. A self- corsage of white daisies. Mrs.
attrached ruffle bordered the Madys Smith, 
paternal
hernline and chapel length grandmother, was attired in a
train of the gown. _ floral design dress. She 
also
Her headdress, designed had a corsage of 
white daisies.
expressly for her gown, was a Reception
Juliet style accented with The reception was held
chantilly lace and small seed following the ceremony in the
*ails-. A fingertip length veil church fellowship hall.
of illusion was caught to her
headdress. 
The bride's table was
overlaid with a light blue cioth
She carried a bridal bouquet and a lace overlay centered
designed with daisies and blue with an arrangement of light
baby carnations and baby's 'tribe . daisies grid baby's
breath. breath. On each side was a
Mrs. Brenda Mansfield, hurricane lamp with a light
cousin of the bride, was maid blue candle. The table held a
or honor.. Bridesmaids 'wee., crystal punch bowl and a
three-tiered wedding
-decorated with white roses,
hearts, and accented at the
base with greenery and blue
' daisies. The cake also held the
-traditional bride and goom
statuette. The guests were
also served blue and White
mints and nuts. •
Serving at the reception
.: were Mrs. Charles Outland,
Mrs. Charles Henry, Mrs.
James Outland, Mrs. Bob
Blalock, Miss Diane
McCiaston, and Miss Karen
' McCiiiston.
Blue and white rice bags
were distributed among the
guests by Tammy and
Stephanie Treas.
The couple left for their
wedding trip to the Great
Smekey - Mountains- National
Park with the bride wearing a
White sun dress and her
mother's orchid corsage. They
are now residing in Murray.
- Rehearsal Dinner
Janice and Juriibt
Brelsford, parent of the
groom, entertained --with a
regearsal dinner at .the Sirloin
Stockade. At this time the
bride and groom presentded
gifts to their attendants.
Hears Miss RItodes
Speak At Meeting
The Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women met
at the church for the regular
June meeting with Donna
Rhodes, president of the Partin
District of the United.
Methodist Women, as guest
speaker.
"Journey Of Your Mission
Dollar" was the subject of the
talk by Miss Rhodes. She was
introduced by the Lynn Grove
chairman, Mrs. Reba Lee.
Another special guest was
Sister A. Mamen of the Krupa
Evangelistic Mission, who
was brought to the meeting by
Mrs. Golieen. She gave a short
talk about her ,work.
Refreshments were served
to the thirteen members and
guests. Ain attending from
Paris, Tenn., were Mrs. Mary
Rhodes, Mrs. Dorothy
-Vaughn, and Mrs. Opall.ayal.
Lynn Grove UMW Mrs. _Garnett Jones 1)1,_sr-Uoes Old.
songs S At Mattie Bell Hays Meeting•- -- -Mrs. Garnett Jones _church services- are still tield
presented the program at the there, Mrs. Jones said.
Meeting of the Mattie Bell
Hays Circle.of the First United
Methodist Church Women




Hymns And Their Writers."
She _gave the history. of the
little brown church in the
wildwood from the song'
written by Robert Luzadder
rernarking that so few people
knew the little brown and two guests, Ms. Joyce
church really existed and still Graham Sparkman of Rock-
stands in the vale of Bradford, port, Texas, and Mrs. Walter
Iowa. It was built in 1859 and Mischke, Jr.
-at
. •. • •-- •
c)**
today.
-  The UMW presented- Mrs.
The average distance between Ward with a check to be used
neighboring galaxies is about toward the work of the Need
a million light years.
Line services program here.,
49
Euple Ward Guest Speaker,
Marlin's Chapel Meeting
Mrs. Edith -Carson opened The devotion on -Money
her home for the June meeting Talks But What Does It Say?"
.of the-Martin's Chapel United was presented by Mrs. Car-
Methodist Church Women son, Mrs. Harmon Whitnell,
theorerhigeptddrrususan and Miss Frances ̀ Whitnell.
. Cunningham, presiding. The C- Ttigilfg prayerwaried
, Special guest speaker at the followed by a poem, "Gird
Mrs. Margaret Tucker. _
' meeting was M. Euple Pays large Dividends' by
Ward, executive ditector of Mrs. Harmon Whittle].
Need Line who discussed „ Mrs. ,Mary Ridings was
k. many needs of the community named'to attend the school of,
missions. .
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Carson to the thirteen
members and three visitors
present.
ifartha Franklin Presents Program
At Meeting Held At The Boyd Home
The home of Margaret Nell,-
-Rae was fhe-t eerie of the 
Thorton, president, presiding.
meeting of the-North Pleasant Building a Responsible
Grove Cumberland Churchmenship" was the
Presbyterian Church Women progrark_ led by Martha
held on June eighthWith Lin_da Franklin who read her
.___scriptiire from I Corinthianse . 12:4-12. She pointed 'out that
. there are three factors which
Announcing- shmanship which are attitude,belief, and action. Mrs.
make a responsible cher-
, -, Franklin said "we must.have
. iinlitiferiess of. the need and
then have a desire to satisfy
that need.," She closed with
twO. uestions: Is the aiiirdi
worth Saving? and Who
Catis? i -A.,
Other' members present
'were Cinday Hester, Christine
416 Main, mor,raY : Sherman, 'Dorothy Dean
Cachran, Nealie Wells, aad
Awe. inyitegile-one tp.come in atici.look :..........tiffKatt.......,.........-....i..-_,' li• iryn Cain.
around •
- Jane Potts
is now the owner of the
Specialty Shop




Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p.m.




for Veterans Main, David
Brien, will be at the local
human resources office from
nine a.m. to three p.m. to
assist veterans and their
dependents with claims for
benefits due them as a result
of their military service.
. __A--
Lakeside Singers will be at





Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Activities in land Between
the Lakes include handloom
weaving workshop at Empire
Farm from ten a.m_ to 2:30
p.m.; rock romp starting at
Center Station at • three p.m.;
gohosts of the past at The
Homeplace at 8:30 p.m.
Friday, July 7
Golden Age Club will meet
* First United -Methodist
Church parking lot at five
p.m. to go to Kenlake State
Park for a picnic ar six p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at - Kenlake State
--- Park at 8:30 p.m. 
Memorial __Baptist aturch
TstiPpetteers - Will perform at
_Piney Campground, Land
Between the Lakes; Id -810
pm.
Murray-Calloway County
Fair Queen contest, sponMred
by the Sigma Department of
The Murray Woman's Club in
,cooperatIon with the Murray
Jaycees will be held at Lovett
auditorium, Murray State
University, at 7:30,p.m.
Land Between the, Lakes
activities will' include stream
stroll at two p.m. and walk by
moonlight with each to bring a
flashlight at 8:30 p.m., both to
Start at Center Station.
Shopping for senior citizens
will be held With persons to
call 753-0929 by nine a.m. for
morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon
shopping.
Oaks Country Club will have
twilight golf pt 530 p.m.
Chad Stewart will be
chairman for twilight golf at
the Murray Country Club at
5:30 p.m.
• Saturday, 4•11-}T
A disco dance wth-be held at
the Kenlake Hotel from eight
p.m. to midnight with Dennis
Crawford as disc jockey. A
charge of fifty cents per
person will be made.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kintticky Dam




Kentucky Dam State Park at
8:30p.m.
Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include 112 hour
auto tour visiting beaver
areas with discuksion starting-
it nine a.m., 1'2 hour slide
presentation of one of the
lakes' most interesting
wildlifespecies, fallow dee, at
two. p.m., and night visual of
P2 hour drive and discussion
in search of more elusive
wildlife at 8:30 p.m., all to
start as-Center Station: lan-
tern tour of the -Homeplace
MO at eight Rm.
Coldwater United Methodist
YoutIO'ellowship will -have-a 
-sTave day and for odd jobs call
489-2289 or 489-2371.
Sunday, July 9
Jeffrey Cemetery will have
its annual homecoming with
preaching at 11:30 a.m.
followed by basket . inner.
Send donations to roy C.
Parrish, Route One, Dexter.
• Lakeside Singers will be at




perform at old beach area at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Harrison will have their 50th
wedding anniversary open
house at their home on Hardin
Route One from two to five
p.m.
Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include broom
making workshop at Empire
Farm from 12:3u1 to 4:30 p.m;
open house at The Homeplace
1850 frorn.2: 30 to 4:30 p.m.; 45
minute slide presentation
showing variety of wild
flowers at two p.m. and 45
minute walk to observe - the
summer wild flovieri at three










Watch for Grand Opening
Announcement was made-07
the regularmonthly'potEicit t
helcinuriday: July 1, 41
6:15 p.m. during the revivial
at the church form July .1044
with services at 7:30Ø.m'. •
• The next meeting will be











Sus 1 if sad ow* on your favorite swimsuits
from Bright's on the Court Square. Select





Regular 32.00 to 72.00
• 
Mrs. Jones also gave the
devotion on ','Ye Shall tie My
Witnesses." Mrs. Muriel
Robertson presided with
reports by Mrs. Freda But-
terworth and Mrs. Mary Lou
Lassiter...*
The hostesses vfere Mrs.
Katie Overcast, Mrs. Genora
Hamlett, and Mrs. Evelyn
Allbritten who served refresh-







Regular 8.00 to 76.00










 Our summer collection! .
SUMMER
ROBES





Don't miss this bargain!
1/3 OFF-
  77:411entimattionaliMMOINPI











- . • 4.
3 TO /2 OFF
life Stride, Nina, Pappagalto. Footworks, Selby and





Buy and save now!
1 /3 OFF
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Let's Stay Well FJL Blasingame Mb
Q. Mrs. J. K. writes that
she is enthusiastic about so
rquch -sperigfitation
among health profession-
au.. hut wonders if It is not
ads antageous to have a
voung child go Co a dentist
who-specializes in the rare
of rhildren's teeth. She has
two children who require
dental care.
She says. "Children of-
ten have so many • eavities,
and early help may have
long-range benefits."
A You are accurate that
early dental care in a child
can have lasting benefits.
Most general dentists
have adequate training to
look after childhood dental
• problems. However, the in-
terest and aptitudepf den-
tists vary, and it is fair to
--sase-thisi-the-aieneal-
lerns of younger _persons
are so common and so
important that they merit
special attention. You
should discuss this matter
quite . frankly with your ,
dentist • and ask him '
whether he will took after
your children's dental
needs or whether he thinks
it preferable that you take
them to another dentist. •
1)entists who specialize
in ctuldhood dental prob-
lems are known as pedon-
dontists.
• It is usually desirable ;6
take a for his or he.
firRt dental appcqntment
soon after the baby teeth
have erupted at about two
and one-half years of age:
Seeing the dentist need
not be a painful or fearful
experience. The-dental off-
ice may be decorated in
such a way that catches
the child's attention, and
the dentist and _ his staff
encourage and support the-
child to make the visit as
pleasant as possible.
Prevention can be insti-
tuted earlier. The child and
parents cap be taught
proper brushing and given
.diet advice tohelp to lessen__
• . 
Fluoride application to
the teeth helps to prevent
decay. Also, any cavities
can be promptly corrected.
and tooth sealing may
make teeth more resistant.
The pedondontist or reg-
tderelentint will -note early
any improper alignment or
irregularities of a child's
teeth and institute correc-
tion at the appropriate
 Frances Drake 
FOR FRIDAY, JULY 7,17$
- -W-hat -1r4nd uf day-witt
tomorrow bee_ To find out what
the stars say, !ath efrecast
given for your birth-Sign.
ARI
• (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20, °VA SAGITTARIUS will. be a youth choir concert
Give your imagination a bit -(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21, - 3411'4N
4 • performed by the youth from
more rein now. You have all the &good day for attaining one Dixon, Tenn. On Sunday
tools needed for succ‘ess, so go of juj- cherished goals. evening a gospel quartet and
forward. - confidently hopeful someone 'heti* the scenes is group singing are planned. -
aul outcomes. working in Your interests. - Visitors are asked to ttrwg
TAURUS ticiir. CAI CORNDtc. jan. 20)-:,Ifi'W their own chairs.(Apr. 21 to may 21i
Plans- For-Show
An. .Art 4 and Crafts Show
will be held at the Lakeland
Parish Center-Highway 68
and Big Bear Road, between
Yairdealing and Drat-
Saturclayr-july-1-
Same ungovernable mon-l—en6- - from 9:10 until dusk, and on
indicated, bit you can handle Sunday, July 9 from 1:00 p.m.:- •
with .your native intelligence until dusk.
and astuteness. Just be sure to on Saturday therekeep emotions under control. .
Stellar influences Stimulate A fine day, for amide/ark. The MYF of the Lakeland
your strength of purpoar and Many_iisaful ideas will result Parish will sell hot dogs,
'willingness to lo h through frouian exchange of views with homemade ice cream, snacks
• rough tercam' and up steep . esaociates• some good news-- soft drinks. The proceeds
Plan for better indicated In the Pm • . from - to days will go
tomorrows; - 
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21, la
fJan. 21 to Feb. 19) •••••:__.•!.:la --toward-
A down-to-earth ..attitude  later this. 
'for the youttr
t Think constructively and needed. Don't let yourself be
rectum with all possible cte- drawn into a :whirlwind of
-tlagesiefore taking on new rumor arid speculation - now
iseirians. In fact. day will be rife-in many quarters- - -
betkr-fer notate matters than PECES: . )(*.r' •tsrlaamaa yentwes. Feb. 20 to Mar. 20
.CA3,4001- • • ' •   Don't let surface glitter
Qum n to jai 23i MP 4409 beguile you. Search for facts 
Mixedinfluences. All le_—before accepting any
• ‘, Unties will have to be we& PrnPnaktinn — no matter how
organized before you can • rogY it sounds,
proceed efficiently. Emphasize
composure. good - judgment,
delicacy of appecech.
LEO
!July 24 to. Aug. 23i 444A
Favorable solar influences
give you num advantages, but
you must promote ypur owe
interests to keep the ball rolling,
of course. Romance in high
favor.
VIAGO
t 54-1o. Sept. 23). . 111P%.
• Give consideration fo-ideas
and methods that "clicked"
before, and could again Add a
bit of glamor to presentations.
Be optimistic.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23,
You may not size up oc-
cupanopal situations as ac-
curately-as usual. Better double
cheek! 00 the personal side.
romance and travel favored.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22, nt,e1V-
YOU BORN TODAY are
• endowed with unusual sen-
' sitivity, stamina and lave of
knowledge You are practical,
. imaginative, conventional and
have a great reverence for the
_traditional You have- con-
. siderable inventive ability,
backed up by technical per-
fection; would make an out-
ataiading scientist You
--1011101MIM lack, confidence in
-yougulk however, and Must
learn le -mower your doubts
and fears if yea aro lo achieve
the fine potential which is in-
nately yours. You also have an
artistic bent and could paint,
write or compose music. In
architecture,' your work would
show an extraordinary eye for
line and proportion. Other fields
suited to your talents: the law
and medicine Birthdate of.



















I New Concord, Ky. 3
3 3
1: July 10th through July 14 1









time. Such measures usu-
ally make orthdontic treat-
?vent simpler and often
/less expensive
Llaelolibtedly, man..
adult dental problems cati
be prevented by proper
care of baby teeth and the
permanent teeth earlier in
-life Cooperation between
parents and the 'dentist
could do much to elirninte
or lessen later dental care
that is paninful and costly
-Parings Listed
-For- Tennis Pla
Pairing fait 'play by the C
Group-of Women's Tennis of
the Murray Country Club for
play on Friday, July 7._at nine
a.m. have been released as
follows:
Court No. ne - Shea-- -
Grogan, Joy Waldrop, Jane
Ryan, and Betty Buckingham,
Court No. Two - Kathy;
Mattis, Marilyn Adkins, Ann
Haney, and Annie Knight.
Court No. Three - Nene)?
Fandrich. Beverly _:Snann,





Mr. and Mrs. Pat L. Kirk of Murray Route Eight annce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Sheila Fay, to Billy Dale Smith, son of M!.. and Mrs. Billy
--Smith of Murray Route Two. -- - - - ---
Miss Kirk is the granddaughter of Mr. and 'Mrs. Clyde
Schroeder of Dexter Route One and Mrs. Ruby Mit of Murray
Route Eight and the late Edward Kirk.
Mr. Smith is the,grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Elitl Srnith of
Kirlesey, Porter Chilcutt of Murray and the late Rubye
Chilcidt. He is the great grandson of Mrs. Gracie Smith of
ickksey.
Miss Kirk, a 1976 graduate of C.alloway Co. }Ugh School, is a
1978 graduate-of the Murray School of Practical Nursing; and
is presently employed at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Smith •is a 1976 graduate of Murray High School and is
presently .self employed as a farmer:.
' The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, August 25, at 7:30
pin. at the Grace Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at the Peoples Bank Community
Room in Murray.
- All friends and relatives are invited to attend. Only out ,of










former Laurie erase, en-
tertained with a party for her
bridesmaids in her bedding at
the lakeside home of her
grandmother, • Mrs. Maurice'
Crass, Sr.
The bridesmai4s were
served a delicious meal of
baked ham, asparagus spears
with pimentos, new parsley
potatoes,rpoppy set i rolls, and
keit tea. Each bridesmaid
wak presented a gift, 4 karat
gold anklets to be worn in the
wedding.
Assisting Mrs. Crass was
Miss Gay Crass, cousin of the
bridesta-be. Those attending
inchiclep Gay Crass, Susan
Crass t Mary Smock, Jill
Austin, Terri McCord, Rita
Rollins, and De Ann Thornton,
Mrs. Walter Jonee arid Mrs. A.
B. Crass were also present for
the occasion.
The telephone escLiap/e,_
began operation, at Boston,
with six subscribers in 1877.
MESTER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Hester
of Murray Route One are die
parents of a baby girl,
Rebecca Marie, weighing sir
pounds five ounces,
measuring lits/i inches, born
on Monday, June 26, at 12:06
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital-The mother
is the former Marie Olsodof
Clarksville, Tenn.
They have another
daughter, Elizabeth, age five.
The father is employed by the
,General Tire and Rubber HOSPITAL PATIENT
Company, Mayfield. Leslie Humphreys of
Grandparents are Mr. and Murray has been dismisSed
Mrs. Robert Olson of trom Lourdes- Hospital,
Clarksville, Tenn., Radioed Paducah. .
Hester of Murray, and Mrs. •
Dorothy Hayden of Paducah: 
Many Faces of Pork
Great grandparents are Mrs: Pork is available fresh; cared
(pickledi, Annie Brewer of Paducah, Mr. smoked and•canned.
It's also prOcessect alone. or and Mrs. Lomon Parrish of combination with other meat,
in
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. as' satisage and ready-to-serveSam Hester of Kirksey, and •




Mrs. Rudy Jackson of




Mrs. Dorothy Jarboe of
Dexter has been dismissed
from Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.. _
- PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Chester Duncan of Akno has
been a patient at Lourdes.
Hospital, Paducah.
Everything in the store
through Wednesday, July 12
Classes for Childrek




















Other 50t & $1.00
Sunglasses
$20 (one bos..'/2 puce 
Purses
•
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BONN-The Soviet catnpaign to cast
doubt on the dependability of the U.S. is
in full bloom across F:urppe,
ticularly here in West Gerniany which
for 30 years has been the root of the U.S.
European strategy against Moscow.
The smell of this Soviet campaign is
everywhere, sweetened with ttie ap-
prehensions of America's NATIO allies
as to whether the Carter administration
really knows what it wants and how to
get it.
The Soviet ambassadors and their





 Murray-Calloway County Civil
Defense Rescue Squad will take bids on
July 15 on the cab and chassis for a new
fire truck for the rural areas of the
county.
Deaths reporiecTIRIWDury-Wrgil
Smith, age 80, and Boyd Riley, age 57.
The new Murray Police Pistol Range,
a joint project 0 the Murray Police
Department and the Murray State
University Security Department, was
opened recently with a Combat Police
Pistol Match. ,
Persons in Murray and Calloway
County are being prepared to attend the
summer camp. for mentally retarded
children and setups Aug. 10-31 on the
site of-the Pennyroyalt-irl Scbutramp
near Owensboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl C. Harrison and 0.
W. Harrison left this week to spend two
months at the Harrison cottage in the
northern part &Michigan.
20 Years.Ago
Prof. B. J. Tilrnan gave a demon-
stratioh on hypnosis at the meeting of-
the Murray Rotary. Club. He- was in-
troduced by Prof. Richard .Farrell.
Depths reported include Jeff B.
-Farris, age - - -
0. C. Wells, Sr., Murray op-
tometrist, announced today that Dr.
James M. Byrn is now associated with
him in the practice of optometry at
their offices at North Sixth and Walnut
Streets, Murray.
Dr. Charles A. Lassiter, son of Mr.
and Mrs. A. B. Lassiter of Murray and
married to the former Robbie
Richerson, received the - American
Feed Manufacturer's $1,000 award for
outstanding work in the field of dairy
cattle nutrition given at the American
Dairy Science Association meeting at
- Ftaleigh,N. C. He is associate professor
- of - dairy science at Michigan State
University..
Miss Kay Ruth Bodine, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bodine of Texas
City, Texas, was married to Dr. James
Dale Outland, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lowell Outland of Murray, onJune 28 at
the Alta Loma Baptist Church, Alta
Loma, Texas.
30 Yeats Ago
Dr. Ralph H. Woods spoke on living
and politicarconditions in Greece at a
chapel program this morning at
Murray State College. He has just
returned heme after spending three
months there.
Deaths reported include Mack
Booker Guthrie, age 87.
Charles Butterworth, ' Mark Tarry.
Phil .Cutchin, Richard Gholson, Robert
Herndon, Garnett Jones, Charles
Lassiter, James Lassiter, George
Loughlin. James Redden, and Annie
Smith are Calloway students enrolled
at the University of Kentucky,
Lexington, for the simmer. •
Births reported include a boy, Johnny
Craig, to Mr. mid Mrs. Mtn S. Kelso on
June 29.
Miss Nell Suiter, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Burie Suiter, was married to
Claude Ramsey on July 2 in Highland
Park, MiCh.
What distinguishes this Soviet
propaganda campaign is President
Leonid Brezhnev's surprinsing sfforta
to find an audience among the bad old
cold war warriors of the German right
- like Franz Josef Strauss. These are
the leaders of the Christian Democratic
Union ( CDU ) and Christian Social
Union ( CSU ), parties which for the past
decade have been in the opposition to
the Social Democratic party now under
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt.
During his visit to Bonn in May, 
Brezhnev went oet of his way both to
--oidenenialkand-teeeirt Helmet Kohl, the
CDU leader. As the top opposition
spokesman, it wasn't all that unusual
for Kohl to be receiced by Brezhnev for
a 45-minute lecture about the CDU's
alleged anti-Soviet tendencies.
But Strauss was a different number.
Strauss has held .a special place in the
Kremlin's heart ever since his first
election to the West German
parliament in 1949, a German revan-
thist feared and attacked by the/
Kremlin as a latter-day Attila the Hie
Yet it was with Strauss that Brezhnev
eierted his charms to a greater
than with any other Ciernum leader.
Strauss is one of the smartest
_politicians in Europe, a sly, witty'
debater of great force and _positive
views. He listened while Brezhnev read
a prepared statement rebuking
revanchism and appealing for the
conservative's support for Soviet-style
European security. Strauss replied
bluntly.
He:described himself as having only
one policy for Germany - the same
policy proclaimed by Talleyrand for
defeated France at the Congress of
Vienna in 1815: rescue for France
whatever can be rescued after the
collapse of Napoleon.
There was blame enotigh to go around
for Hitler's conquests, said Strauss, and
a large share of it was the Stalin-Hitler
non-aggression pact of 1939 which
removed the last obstical for Hitler's
wars.
tirelessly contrast the serious nature of
_Soviet policies with the erratic political
style of President Carter, following-the
disillusionment of Vietnam- and
Watergate.
fit
Strauss then told lirezhney that a,
conflict is in the 'making in Africa, an
explosion. that could exceed the point of
no return and lead , to a:tremendous
worldwide war.
From Brezhnev came no harsh
response. Brezhnev listened, then in-
sisted - over Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei Gromyko's visible annoyance -
on walking outside with. Strauss and
se4ing hitn to his car.
This was unprecedented treatment
for Strauss who, despite. three decades
at or near the pinnacle of West German
politics, has never been invited to the
Kremlin. Brezhnev was praised in the
controlled Soviet press for having
tamed 4 charmed cold warrior
Strataut at lease for now - 30
-. years - of --anti-Strauss.inv
dismeire_d_freap_ the Soviet pr
Brezhnev'spoirditiCii
Strauss seems obvious: first; to feed
-thetithe suspicion-that ciipendence on.
Washington is a long-range gamble
which may not payeff; and second, to
emphasize that Moscow's will . and
deterininaderi will-never change - and
had better he taken into account.
• Such Moscow-inspired atmospherics
have clearly had an effect on Chan-
-Cellor Schmidt, who is burdened with a
virulent left - wing. Without clear U.S.
leadership for West Germany and other
European states, Schmidt will hardly
say anything nasty about Soviet-ad-
ventures in Africa, Afghanistan, South
Yemen or elsewhere.
_ Uncertain of elusive American
—leadership, Schmidt for good reason
chooses to rick no offense- to, the
Kremlin.
Kohl, Strauss and the conservatives,
with-the luxury of being out of power,
have no inhibitions - -today - about
offending the Soviets, and no doubts
about reasons for doing so. But
Brezhnev's subtle dialogue, craftily
woven into his speech in 1Viinsk last
week, suggests that he may see a chage
coming. If it does come, it will be
pushed forward by world wide Soviet
propaganda about dependability and
steadiness of Soviet world policies. But
it will be triggered by something else:
the perception that Jimmy Carter's
Washington either does not understand
the game or is too tired to play.
inion P
Sitting At The Mayor?-8- Desk
Proposition 13
By Melvin/1. Henley
Recent news articles and com-
mentaries have been filled with
"Proposition 13" tale It seems that the
voters have finally fired a "shot heard
around the world," or at least around
the United States. One can only hope
that the next target of attack is the
federal. bureaucracy itself, because
that branch of government is the root
cause of the inflationary pressures that
are eroding our society.
The state and local tax burden io
Kentucky has pot reached anywhere
near the ikoportions that finally caused
the revolt in California, and probably
never will, but we all fell the pinch in
excessive federal expenditures. The
problems caused by the federal
government is not so much the amount
of taxes they collect as it is the con-
tinued deficit spending is not stopped, it
will bring the United States to its knees.
Since 1965 'federal government has
had a deficit each year except 1969
when there was around a 4 billion dollar
surplus. The total amount of deficit
accumulated just since 1965 is 285
Today In History By 11:it- Associated Press
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. July 6, the 187th
day of 1978. There are 178 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1923, the Union , of
Soviet Socialist Republica was formed.
On this date:
In 1699, the notorious pirate, Captain
William Kidd, was taken into custody in
Boston. He later was hanged in
England.
In 1777,- during the American National Institute of Drug Abuse listed
-Tre""v-OluttlfIlf7TITtlfritlerrtirderftem-"-trorfffirlirraW1131Lettreir tr Vann,
John Burgoyne captured Fort Ticote saying that side effects a-Wade pars-
deroga, N.Y. hold delusions and In rare cases .death.
In 107, the Republic of Texas sent an Today's birthdays: actress Janet
ambassador to Washington. . 'Leigh is 51 years old. Television per-
In 1919, the first crossing of the aoniiity Metv Griffin is 53. New York
Atlantic by airship took place as a
• Rritis,h dirigible landed at New York's
Roosevelt Field.
In 1945, Nicaragua became the first
nation to formally accept the United
Nations charter.
lo 1971, jazz irmsfrian Loins Arm-
strong died at the, age of 71.
Ten years ago: young demonstrators
spattered President Lyndon Johnson's
limousine pith red paint and eggs
during, a brief visit to San Salvador in
Central America.
Five years ago: for the first time
since the Bolshevik Revolution, the
American flag was raised over a new
U.S4 consulate in Leningrad.
One year ago: a. report by the
Yankees second basenhan Willie
Randolph is 24.
Thought for today: Men are never
attached to you by favors Napoleon
Bonaparte, 1769-1821 •
•
billion dollars, with an addition to the
total this year now estimated at 57
billion dollars.
When the federal government spends
more than it takes in, It must borrow
the money in the marketplace or put
more money in circulation by
borrowing from itself through the
printing, .more dollars. When 'the
federal government borrows in the
marketphice the money supply for
business expansion dries up and new
jobs are not created because business
cannot expand.
Since new workers come into the job
forte faster than older workers retire,
new jobs are necessary to keep down
unemployment. When money is
unavailable or interest rates become
prohibitive, business stops expanding
and no new options of printing More
money, the value of the dollar declines
and business does not expand beeause
the capital outlay is too great. This, of
course, also leads to greater learn"
ployrnent, as well as an increase in the
cost of living for everyone, business
included.
This explanation is somewhat
oversimplified, but basically it is
correct. The root cause of the in-
flationary pressureS which are
resulting in increased costs of your
local government providing the ser-
vices yip becorne accustomed to, IS the
continued deficit' spending at the
federal level.
Just like the ordinary citizen, your
local government must pay 'more for
the labor and supplies that it uses, and
this cost is either passed along in higher
taxes, or the services have to be cut.
The place to apply the axe is at the
-federal deficit level, and hopefully




Neither pray I for thee alone, but
for them also which shall believe on
me through their word: Iffita inc
God espeltts the world to hetir iir
His love for them through the word,















The Way The Worm Turns Simply
A Matter Of How You Look At It
One of the first things Murray State's
new baAetball coach, Ron-Green-e, did
when he took over the squad last March
was to meet with-and get to know his
players. aii•Mills-ttlis-story about how in-
thernc he 'stressed, among ether things,
good- communications and that he
would tolerate no drinking of alcoholic
beverages.
To 'dramatize his no drinking
philosophy and disciplinary guidelines,-
he used a • simple illustration to
demonstrate what the use of' alcohol
could do to an athlete's physical system
and his effectiveness as a basketball
Player.
He- took two chemistry beakers,
which _closely resemble a couple
drinking glasses. in one he put pure tap
water7In the other he put pure alcohol.
Taking two, big, fat earthworms, he
dropped one into the tap water and the
other into the pure alcohol. The one
dropped into the tap water immediately
started swimming around-gleefully. He
hadn't seen that much pure fresh water .
.in
The other, hoWefer, the one dropped
into the alcohol, proptly sank to the
bottom of the beaker, balled up and
apparently died.
"Now, fellows," Coach Greene said,
"do you see what happens when you put
alcohol into your body? Look at the
worth in the water. It's swimming
around, in great shape, has lots of
energy and seems to be having the time
of its life.
"But look at the worm we dropped
into the alcohol. Irs all-shriveled up,
motionless and looks as if it is dead. Do
you get the message?."
"We sure do, coach," one, whose
narne we won't disclose, volunteered.







LOUISVILLE, Ky. t AP - He still
gets up at 7 a.m each morning "even
though you don't meet many prominent
people at that hour."
But the man who has provoked- more
controversy than the photo finish of a
horse race doesn't mind. Some
politician will be telephoning him
before the day is over.
"There are a few Pve known what
should have stayed in bed," quipped
Happy Chandler. "Naturally, I'm not
one of them."
He still be 89-years-old July 14, and
time hasn't drained the inexhaustable
well of energy, opinions, advice and
laughter that bave become his trade-
mark.
"I've been getting in shape for my
birthday by dropping 20 pounds," he
mkt "I found an easy exercise - wish
away from the table before you eat too
much.''
His health is good and the gu-
bernatorial itch that bothered him in
the early years is gone. -Age scratched
it for me. 1"M too old to run for anything
now."
It would be difficult finding a political
Job that :chandler hasn't -filled in
Kentucky, lie's been governor twice; a
U.S. senittOr lieutenant governor, and
a state senator. He also was baseball's
commissioner • a.;i:
He speaks almos.e&verently el the
year 1956 when he was nominated for
President' at the' Democratic National
Convention.
"I wouldn't have minded getting that
one because we've had some awful
common presidents." - '"---
He doesn't put Richard M. Nixon in
that category.
They were togethill‘-ltity 2 when
Nixon dedicated a recreational renter
at Ryden. The next day, the former
President called Chandler at his home
him on -the platform."
"I've always felt that Nixon got more
Punishment that he deserved,"
Chandler said. "Watergate shouldliave
been tried in police court as a third-rate
burglary mad dismissed." '-
Chandler said that if Nixon lied about
his involvement in Watergate, "he
Wouldn't be the first president to do
that. I've known three or four who weep
pretty arcomplished at lying."
He continued the conversation by
describing Nixon as "the best expert
this country has on foreign affairs. We
are -wasting his talents." _
Chandler, always loyal to his friends,
-said he will be supporting state Com-
merce Commissioner Terry McBrayer
for the Democratic gubernatorial nom-
ination in 1979.
"And I will be backing Bill Cox
(former federal highway ad-
ministrator) for lieutenant governor,"
he added
Chandler and "Mama," his wife of 53
years, won't be home for his birthdliT:---
they're going to take in the All-Star
game at San Diego and visit one of their
sons, Dan, general manager for
Caesar's Palace in Las Vegas.
"Mama's been buggiag me to take-
her some place she hasn't been. So
took her to the kitchen," Chandler
joked.
He doesn't joke about his career or
accomplishments.
"I've been in high office longer than
anybody living or dead in Kentucky,"
he said. "Every damn- thing did, I
meant to do: I don't blame anybody else
for my mistakes."
- He also is unafraid of the future.
"d live every day like it's going to be
my last and I sleep every night like I'm






"Greet," -the- --coach replied, -"I'm
glad the message is getting across but
what exactly do you mean by 'hitting
the nail on the head'?"
"Aw, you know, coach," the player.
went on. "You have really made your
point. I'll never forget whet happened
to those two worms."
"You% never forget what 'happened
to the worms?" pressed the coach,
probing for th answer he wanted-that
alcohol, basketball and good physical
cendition simply won't mix and that
drinking has no place in his program.
. "Well, coach," the player replied
hestantly. "The way d see it is that you
ain't never gonna have no worms if you
drink alcohol."
+++ ,
Now, this is a plum good story.
Theren Riley, who is my Sunday
• School teacher at First Baptist Church
and who cernes from out around
Kirksey, and his wife, Reba, live on
DogwoodDrive. They moved here a few
years back when Theron retired from_
the U.S. Corps of Etigineers In
Washington, D. C.
In their- backyard, they have a
beautiful plum tree. This year it was
heavily loaded with plums.
A few days ago, Theron and Reba
went out and picked enough of the
earlier ripening ones and made some
jelly. Her brother and his family were
by their hause one evening, were shown
the tree and promised a bucket or two
full, too, with which to make jelly.
Then Theron and Reba sat back to
wait until all the plums had ripened.
The other day, they decided it was
time to pick them. They got their
buckets and ladders and headed for the
tree.
Not only were they surprised, but
"literally shocked." to hear Theron tell
it, to find that there wasn't one single
plum on the tree, or on the ground
tkneath. "Not one!" he exclaimed.
"What happened to them we have no
idea. We're sure the neighbors or the
youngsters in the neighborhoodeiiad
care less about plums. They certainly
--aidn't get them.
"We do have some squirrels, and
we've had the birds peck at sOme of the
plums but to have everyone of them—
on the tree, on the ground and even.,
some I had kicked into the garden to
simply disappear is beyond MC." he
said.
"Beneath the tree is as clean as if it
had been swept with a 6room. It has to
bee the work of some kind of an animal,
but what animal loves plums enough to
eat every one a tree could produce and
even get them off the tree?" he added.,
That's the big mystery on Dogwood
'this week. What's the solution to the
'Case of the Missing Plums"? Anybody
got any ideas what kind of an animal
likes plums that well? If so, Theron and
Reba woulcUure like to hear4rom you.
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News and Sports nese, , 753-19111
• •
- By KEN RAPPORT
- AP Sports Writer
When yeu peed a hone run,
,Wilhe McCovey will certainly
do in a pinch.
The biggest giant of the San
Francisco Giants was called
on in another clutch situation
" Wednesday — and as he has
done so often in the past, came
through for the National
League West leaders. "
McOavey belted a dramatic
game-tying home run with two
out in the ninth inning,
- allowing the Giants go on to
beat the San Diego Padres 5-4
in 10 innings. "
"It was gone the mcenent I
hit. it," said the . jubilant San
Francisco Giant veteran. "I
got all of it."
McCoveg,,,whose 425-foot
blast was the 14th pinch-hit
homer and the 502nd of his ca-
McCovey's Wait Keys Giants' Win Over Padres
victimizing San Diego relief
ace Rollie Fingers, who gave
up both the Giants' tying and
winning runs.
National League
In other National League
action, the Cincinnad Reds
edged the Houston Astros 2-1;
the Atlanta Braves defeated
the Los Angeles Dodgers 9-8;
the Philadelphia Phillies
stopped the New York Mets 7-5
and the Chicago Cube turned
back the St. As Cardinals 5-
1.
Reds 2, Astros 1 411
Paul Moskau and Doug Bair
combined on a seven-hitter to
lead Cincinnati over Houston.
Moskau, 1-2, making his ninth
start . of the season, had not
piatedileietory since Seplem-
ber 28.
exuberance vrhile helping the out, bases-loaded jam in the
Giants win Only their second ninth inning before gaining his
game. in the last eight: --- 13th save.
'In a good feeling to battle Braves 9, Dodgers 8
- back after almost blowing the Barry Bonnell's RBI sing*
McCovey. capped a six-run rally in the
Giants, had a 3-0 lead !tint 1Oning as Atlanta ovee-
after seem innings behind took Los Angeles. Dale Mur-
right-hander Ed Halibti phy's two-run single had tied
before the Padres caught the the game at 8-8 before Bonnell
Giants and-rallied to go ahead -singled home Cito Gaston with
4-3 in the top af the ninth: the winning run. -
Then McCovey did his tling4 The Dodgers had built an 8-0
Classic Satur
14 teAms are entered in the
Hawiian Tropic Classic open
girls' softball tournament at
the New Murray _city-courity
park Saturday and Sundny-,,
focal teams include " the
Murray Banditos, the Murray
Merchants, Beach Builders
and the Travelers, made up of
players from both Marshall
Calloway counties, • according
- to tournament spokesman Red
Overby - f --
Other teams slated for the
tournament are the
Cimarrons and Griteu Grove
Coal Company, bath from
Madisonville; Cool BI. and
Copper Steel, both from
Hopkinsville; Owenboro
Burger Queen and •another
squad, from Owensboro; the
Sun Angela • frora Jackson,
Tenn.; tbe 'Vikings from
, Paducah and John's I3i Rite
from Nashville.
The tourney will be double
elimination, with the finals to
be played at 4 p.m Sunday.
te sum vionersos vs Ban-
PlegFeemad Bedtimes:
Mae, IIIITIff M's vs. Cool Blue;
11 cm! Dee% Cele vs. Owensboro
Burger Queen. • Owensboro vs.
Tresteiers;
12; Beach Biaeu-ers vs Angles
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lead after six innings,. with
Steve Garvey driving in three
runs witehis 12th homer and a
single, and Joe Ferguson hit-
ting his eighth homer and
knocking in two runs before
the Braves staged their
comeback.
Plain 7, Metz 5
Greg Luzinski knocked in
two runs with a triple and his
19th home run, helping
Philadelphia beat New York.
Warren Brusstar, 2-0, was the
winner in relief of Steve
Carlton, who was knocked out
by the Mets in the third inning.
Cubs 5, Cardinals I
Mike Krukow and Bruce
Sutter combined - on a five-
hitter and Krukow triggered a
tworun rally in the third with a
single, pacing Chicago over
St. Louis. The victory was the
Cubs' ninth in a row over the
Cardinals this season.
Krukow, recalled recently
from their Wichita farm club,
outdueled St. Louis ace Bob
Forsch, 9-7, with Sutter's
relief help in the eighth. Sutter
gained his 12th save.
Dodgers', Reds And Phils
Make Up NL All-Star Team
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer -
NEW YORK (API — Ltd by
PhiladOphia teammates Greg
Leeinetri and Larry•Bowa, the
Phillies: Cinncinnati Reds and
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1,397,835; Reggie Smith, Los
Angeles, 1,206,595; Cesar
Geronimo, Cincinnati,





dominate the National League
All-Star squad. ' •
The three teams were so
popular in fan balloting that
they took all the starting and
runners-up _ spots with the
exception of outfielder Dave
Parker of the Pittsburgh —
Pirates. Parker, however,
injured and will miss the AU-.
Star Game, scheduled for _
Tuesday at San Diego, even if
he were to te named as an
alternate.
Leading vote-getters
Luzinski, named to start for
the National League for the
third consecutive-year,- and
Bowa will be joined on the
starting team by Cincinnati
catcher Johnny Bench, secona
baseman Joe Morgan, third
baseman Pete Rose and
"Outfielder George Foster, and
Laos Angeles first baseman
Steve Garvey and outfielder
Rick Monday.;
Luzinski Polled slightly
more than 3,5 million votes to
lead the,„ National -League
team while Bowa palled
3,396,054 votes, secona,..,
highest. L117  s 3,503,738
votes outdistanced Foster's'
2,543,815 and —Monday's
2,234,763. All three led the
outfielders at one point or
another in the balloting.
Like Luzinski, Foster will be
making his third All-Star
appearance, all as a starter.
The slugging Cincinnati
outfielder has 18 home runs,
one . behind NL leader
Luzinski, and has been among
the leaders in runs batted in
all season.
An 11-time .All-Star selec-
tion, Bench was a comfortable
winner for the catching
position. With 2,442,2)1 votes,
he won his - 10th straight
starting;---fide. Bench 'and
Minnesota's Rod Carew in the
American League are the only
Sale Starts Thursday July 6th 9 a.m.
Entire Stick not Included
ALL SALES FINAL







players to be elected to a
starting position each year
since the fan voting began in
1970.
The NI. pitching- -staff,
announced by the league
cinnati's Torn Seaver, Vida
Blue of San Francisco, Steve
Rogers and Ross Grimsley of
Montreal, Bruce Sutter of the
Chicago Cubs, Rollie Fingers
-of San Diego, Pat Zachry of
the New York Mets, Los
--Angeles' Tommy John and
is---Phil Niekrcr of Atlanta.
The American League
starters are catcher- Carlton
Fisk. of Boston, Minnesota's
Rod Carew at first base, Don
Money of Milwaukee at second
base, shortstop Fred Patek
and third baseman George
Brett of Kansas . City and
outfielders Jim -Rice- of
Boston, Richie Zisk of 'Texas
and Reggie Jackson of the
New York Yankees.
The AL pitchers include Ron
Guidry and Rigls"GOssage of
the Yankees, Jim Palmer and
Mike Flanagan of Baltimore,
Frank Tanana of California,
Oakland'S Matt Keough and
Cleveland's Jini Kern. An
eighth pitcher will be named
this ' week by AL Manager
Billy Martin of the Yankees.
The National League Will be
"managed by Tommy Lasorda
-OTLosAngeles.
AL reserves were to be




2,442,201; Steve Yeaget- .103
Angeles, 1,952,494; Bob Boorie„,
Philadelphia; 1,842,080; Ted N.
Simmons,_ St. Louis, 1,815,712; N
Biff








Willie Montanez, New yoic,
867,006; Tony Perez Mon-
treal, 559,866; Keith Her-





PhiLsdelphia," 1,332,096 ; Dave
Lopes, Los Angeles, 1,226,663;
Bill Madlock, San Francisco,..-
1,135,333; Rennie Stennett,
Pittsburgh, 810,900; Manny
Trill°, Chicago, 768,013; Mike ;
Tyson, St. Louis, 561,875.
THIRD BASE
Pete Rose, Cincinnati,
2,980,377; Mike Schmidt, .
.Philadelphia, 2,562,147; Ron
Cey, Los Angeles, 1,411,487;
Phil Garner, Pittsburgh,
671,449; Enos Cabell, Houston,
503,489; Steve Ontiveros,
Chicago, 499,413; Ken Reitz,
St. Louis; 449,250.
INSURANCE BONDS—REAL ESTATE - 10SE. 12TH ST., BENTON
The Pains Of Success
lie Cards' Jimmy Kelley swings and susses is:pita. in Tuesday's Kenturk y League rum against -
the A's. The Cards won 8-4.
Twins, Pirates
Win In Park League
The Twins edged the Yanks
31-25, and the Pirates defeated
the Reds 23-12 in Park League
action Wedne ay night.
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En Route To The Finals
•rls Evart bolts a forehand daring play thisomak-ka 1111midedsa, Eng. Evert defeated Billy Jean





position closest to the ear of
or the Wimbledon_Singles_Trtle Na. 1 player, usurping a post United 
States' combative•
By HERSCHEL NISSENSOhl
AP Sports Writeir -
Last week,. Mike•Flatiagan
and Joe Kerrigan were , f*,• the
birds. Wednesday night, they
gave the bird to the Toronto
Blue Jays and pitched the
birds of Baltimore — alias the
Orioles — to a 34, 84 double-
header sweep.
Flanagan and . _Kerrigan
were the principal victims
June 26 as the Blue Jays
shelled the Orioles by that -
incredible 2440 score in ,
Toronto.
This time, the scene was
Baltimore. Flanagan pitched
a five-hitter, in the opener and
Kerrigan notched his first
victory of the season- in the
nightcap with 31-3 innings of
one-hit relief. -
Elsewhere in the American
League, the Oakland A's
downed the Seattle Mariners
5-3 and regained first place in
the West, the Texas Rangers
edged the New York Yankees
The Kansas City Royals
trounced the California Angels
10-1, the Dogton Red Sox
drubbed the Chicago White
Sox 9-2, the Minnesota Twins
shaded . the Milwaukee.—
Brewers 3-1 and the Detroit
Tigers crushed the Cleveland
Indians 13-3. •
A's 5, Ntariners 3
Mario Guerrero slammed a
tie-breaking two-run homer
with one out in the ninth inning
off Shane Rawley following
Dave Revering's infield-hit.
Jeff Newman also hioinered
while All-Star selection Matt
Keough was the winner, with
help frOnl Date Heaverlo in
the ninth.
Rallgers 3, Yankee, 2.
Jon Matlack scattered
seven hits while Bobby Bonds
hit a two-run homer in the,-
third inning and started a
winning rally in the eighth
with a single._ Bonds went_to
third when loser Don Gullett
threw warily tu first on Toby
Harrah's sacrifice bunt,
putting runners on second and
third.
Royals 10, Angels 1
, Hal McRae rapped a two-
run triple and a solo home run
for his 1,000th major league
hit, Darrell Porter singled
home two runs and every
Kansas City starter collected
at least one hit as the Royals
bombed Nolan Ryan and two
relievers. Amos Otis also -
homered.
Red Sox 8, White Sox
Fred Lynn drove in three
runs with a pair of homers and
Carl Yastrzemski capped a
sixrun seventh inning with a
tworun blast as the Red Sox
increased their AL East lead.
Bill Lee pitched six innings•for
his ninth victory.
Twins 3, Brewers 1
Rod Carew went 4-for-4 and
Mike C.,4ibbage. 3-for-3 while
- Dave Gottz scattered eight
hits. Trailing 1-0, the Twins
scored all their runs in the
sixth against Lary Sorensen'
on singles by Carew and
Cubbage, Butch Wynegar's
sacrifice fly, Dan Fol.:4's triple
and Ric)) Chiles' sacrifice fly.
Tigers 13, India= 3 -
-Lou Whitaker, Rusty Staub,
Jason Thompson and Steve
Kemp drove in two runs each.
while Jack Billingham
scattered 10 hits.
Nats, Aces Are Winners
The Nats squeezed past the
Nuggets 17-15, and the Aces
edged the Mets 10-8 in upper
division girls' softball Wed-
neaflay night.
The Nats were outhit 27-21;
and just managed to hold off
the Nuggets; who nearly
pulled the game out with four
runs in the final inning.
• Cheryl Rose was four for
four for 'the Nats, and
Christine Spann added three
hits, including a home run.
Allison Marshall belted two
homers for the winners, and
Natalie Garfield added a solo
shot.
Sheridan ,Shipwash led the
Nate with five hits, while
Jann Washer and Judy Garner
had four hits each.
Glenda Fox belted five hits
that included two home runs to „
lead the Aces past the Mets.
Connie Spann was five for five
and Sue Nall-had four hits for
the winners.
Lurtne Beatty was four for
four for the Mets, and Kristi
Wright, Karen Brandon and
Jo Beth Oakley added three
hits each.
Connors Would  Like Bobby TolUgg-Wirnble-don
WIMBLDEON, .England
p) — Who's No. 1 will be
ided, at least for the
Moment, on Friday when
Chris Evert and Martina
Navratilova meet in the finals
of the Wimbledon tennis
tournament. 
a
Evert reached the finals for
the fourth time in int ears by
defeating defending „
Virginia Wade of MOW 84,6.:
2 Wednesday while
Navratilova wore down an
Injured, limping Evonne
Goolagong of AuStralia 24, 6-
4, 6-4.
Navratilova, Czech-
oslovakian who defected to the
United States three years ago.
is appearing in the finals at
Wimbledon for the first time.
While Evert took a vacation
at the beginning of the past in-
door season, Navratilova
established herself as the
game's top player,. crushing
any pretender to the crown
worn firthe last several years
by Evert.
Then Evert returned and
beat Navratilova in 'their first
meeting.
But two weeks ago, in the
Eastbourne International,
Navratilova defeated Evert in
a marathon three-setter.
"The match 21 Eastbourne.
should give me confidence,"
said Navratilova, the No. 2
seed, of Friday's pending
battle. "I can win if! can pro-9
duce my best." -
Top-seeded Evert -feels she
could be just reaching her
peak
"I still haven't reached top
form," she said after
disposing of Wade, who won
last year. "I hope it will
happen in the final — it's
leading up to that.
'Martina is playing awfully'
well. I think the only vulner-
able part of her game is her
backhand." .
Navratilova has lost only
three matches this year while
Eitert is a two-tiwe Wim-
bledon champion.
The men's semifinals today
sent defending champion
Bjorn Borg of Sweden against
unseeded ToteOkker of the
Netherlands and Jimmy
'Connors, the 1974 champion
who lost to Borg in the finals
last year, against fellow
American Vitas Gerulaitis
Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6





( AP) -- Jimmy Connors has a
new secret weapon in his
tennis arsenal — a counselor
and confidante, half court
jester, half Merlin the
Magician. Don't faint now.
lbe name: Bobby Riggs.
"I like having Bobby
around," Connors said as he
prepared for his Wimbledon
semifinal match today against
Vitas Gerulaitis. "He keeps
me loose. I learn a lot of tennis
.J. sitting around bulling
with him."
Riggs, 60, the inveterate
hustler, has moved into the
Connors entourage 'inti.taken
long delegated to Pancho
Segura. Pancho isn't around
this year. . -
"I'm not taking Segtiriii-
place," the boun'cy, ix:spec-
tacled Riggs insisted. "Gloria,
Jimmy's mother, invited me
to see it! could help him. I'm
not a coach. I'm just one of the
gang." Jimmy agreed.
"I don't need a coach," Con-
nors said. "Bobby is a riot. We
play‘golf and backgammon to-
gether. Then we sit' around
and talk tennis.
"He was a great player in
his day, a great strategist. He
looks at tennis the same way"
my_ mom does. He is always
relaxed -•• a lot different than
Segura.
"Pancho was very intense,.
always looking and Scouting.




feel very relieved and'Pancho
would rush up and tell- me I
had to play so-and-so in the
next round."
Riggs says his association
with Connors dates back to the
days when Gloria brought her
precocious 16-year-old son
from Belleville, Ill., to the
West Coast for expert
tutoring.
She sought out her old
friend, Segura, rated one of
the world's best instructors.
At the time, Riggs- was busy
successfully hustling the
world.
"Gloria was on the circuit
when I was No. 1," Riggs ex-
plained.- "She knew I was a
good player, a heady player.
She respected me. It wasn't
unusual for her to ask if I
would help Jimmy. I've only
been doing it for. the last
couple of years."
Connors has moved from
Belleville to Beverly Hills, Ca-
Standings




Philadelphia 11 32 .579 -
Chicago 11 37 .526 4
Pittsburgh -31 - as-
Montreal 39 42 _,461
New A'ork 34 48 .115 13 '
St. Louis 32 51 .386 15's 
WESTSitn Francisco 19 32 .605
Ciwcinnati 47 15 .573 2.
Los Angeles 46 35 .562 1 '
San Diego .11 41 500
Houston 35 13 449 12'4
Atlanta . 34 45 tf0 14
Wedseldey'Lciantes
San Francisco 5; San Diego 1, 10 In-
nings .
Philadelphili 7, New York 5
Cincinnati 2, Houston 1
Chicago 5, St. Lows 1
Atlanta 9, Loe Angeles 8, .
Only games scheduled
:Thursday's Games
Atlanta , Nukro 9-91 at Los Angeles
Rhoden 74) • •
San Diego Owc:hinito 5-7 at San...Fran-
isco Knapper 9-5)
Montreal .Grtnisley 114) at Philo-
lelPhia !Kul 5-1), mi.
CNSIlide I Lamp 2.111i-at New York ,
putout' 6-71, rn) -





W L Pet GE
Boston 51 200- .192 -
144miukee 45 35 .563 10
New.York 45 35 ,.5)V, 10
Baltimore 46 36 .556 11:Ps
DOAK 39-4'11- -
Cleveland 37 43 .143 18
Toronto 29 52 .358 26.2
WEST
Oakland 43- 39 .524 -
Texas 41 38 .519 '
California 11 39 .519 ,
Kansas City 41 39 .512 I
Chicago 37 43 463 5
Minnesota 15 12 .455 5's
Seattle 26 55 .337 15'y
Wednesday's Games •
Baltunoreglre, Toronto 1-6
Detroit 13, Cleveland 3
Boston 9. Chicago 2
Minnesota 3. Milwaukee 1
Kansas City 10, California 1
Texas 3. NetaYork 2
Oakland 5, Seattle 3
-Thursday's Gases
Toronto Lemancxyk 2-10) at Baltimore
Palmer 10-61, in )
Cleveland iWaits 64) at Detroit I &eon
8-5), ,fl
Boston ,Tiant 7-1, at Chicago:Wood 9-
5 ), rni
California 1Aase 54) or Tanana 11-5 ) at
Kansas City (Pawn 1-I), In)
New York aldroor 3415 at Texas ) Med-
_ich 3-3i, ini
Oakland 0Johnsort 5-41 at Seattle ,
44), in)
22 agnum Bolt Action Rifle
MARLIN REPEATING MODEL 783
Bolt Action, 12 Shot, Tubular Magazine
The Marlin 783 .22 Magnurn' is the ideal rifle for
chucks, foxes turkeys, and otter hard-to-stop small game.
The big-capacity, 12-shot tubular magazine (a Marlin
exclusive) and fast, smooth new design action deliver plenty
of firepower. The dependable 783 gives you the extra power
of the .22 rimfire Magnum plus Micro-Groove' accuracy. The
handsomely checkered selected American walnut stock is
carefully fitted to a rugged receiver. .
22 in. Micro-Groovee barrel; 41 in, selected American
Walnut Monte Carlo -stock with tough Misr-ShieldTsl fin- -
fish; white butt plate spacer; serrated antiglare receiver
top; 24R gold-plated trigger; grooved for tipoff scope
mounts: handy, positive thumb safety: swivels and leather
carrying strap.
141 gran, of preason.encionverioq for Su
onnor balance MI and accuracy
Hip-Ilea Media 1111019
A strong, •xtramely durabt 
"use anywhere-
hip-roof box. Various sized *or fog 
dfffererit'
types of fishing can be compactly and 
corvist
nippy stored and corned.
Two ABS end latches with padlock 
*yes; ex-
clusive Shur•tatch protection 
keeps box from fall-
ing Open 'Stay-Ori robs that 
protect prior's from
-rust. Watertight when 
closed and locked. Two-
- toned harvest gold and raw' 
umber. ABS top,
miracle polypropylene bottom.
6 worm-proof trays wi
th 36 good sired com-
partments. 16441x9Vaii8 9/16 in. over all.
EAGLE CON.  TR\.704diTLINE
_LUKE MALL. cow maaltat iWpatrart rti
sesilsble. High quality ceramic guides properiy . and hafErwspaced
blank' and rod wrap has tow coats of high skim bakedriutenvogrogy fladattisse_avond_
One-piece; five ceramic guides and ttp4op Fuel
wrapped butt '
Ill. — "I wanted to be around
guys," h# says, leaving
mother Gloria back in Illinois
to oversee Jimmy's vast
enterprises, which earn $1
million a year.
"I have been teiehing
Jimmy some of my hustling
secrets," Riggs says, "How to
bet on the golf course and in
backgammon. He loves it.
He's like a baby with a new
toy."
They get serious about
tennis.
"We reviewed last year's fi-
nal against Bjorn Borg,"
Bobby adds. "JimmY started
out like olk whirlwind, a guY
running a marathon, like he
was doing a 200-yard dash.
"I showed him where he
made a mistake, burned him-
self out too quickly. He must
pace himself — keep
something in reserve. But you




a.m. daily except Sundays
200 p.m. . 7:15 p.m.
$2.50 adults --$150 Children
Special Rates for Charters
Kerdake Marina





specia! fast Start, narrow spool is perfect
for ,light he ttshortg harrow s000l design
tits conttottably in your hand 'too Starffless
steel ball bearings increase casting dis-
!ante Other standard AmbaSsadeur fea-
tures -include high-speed 4 7-to-1 retrieve.
• precision cut gears, automatic free spool
re•engagement. fully adjustable star drag.
encInSed ,,o-to01 takedown .
" Royal Bonny) If
"GAME GETTERS" $1
Package of 6 
•Game Getters
U.!.. Reg. $15.88
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expansion. _.„. -
-Well, that's a continuing
kind of thing," said . Athletic
Director Cliff Hagan. "We
have to see what kind of
-demand we have in excess-of
our almost 58.000 seats., Then
we have to see where, the
money will come from for the
addition. -
"We -knew what this season
was gonna ha,- but we'd also
like to see what takes place
next year and. then -take a real
sharp look at it."
It isn't enoughlust to have a
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.Tickets Will Be Rare When Wildcats Open
LEXING1Vai, -Ky. (AP) -.-
Cheer up. Kentucky football
fan. You may yet get int4
'Commonwealth Stadiuni
ithout donating a bundle for
your season ticket, but it
probably will get worse before
a'gets-better.
This year's tickets go on
sale •July 17. Most are
predeSlined for season ticket
ers, with severarthonsand
niOre reserved for students
opporients. 'Precious few
will-besalif at t1el4a te
The Wildcats are assured a
second straight sell-out- In
fact, said ticket - offiee
succession of sell-outs. Hagan
indicated ticket demand will
, have to substantially outweigh
ticket supply before expansion
is econ'omically feasible.
"How many people are net
getting to see ballgames' So
far. we've been able to pretty
much take care of everybody
ho wanted to get in," he said.
' 'It doesn't make Much sense
to build 20,000 extra seats if
there's not that many more
people who Want to get in.
"We also, are loafing our
1-horne) games on delayed
tele,vision and that, hopefully,
will help build more fans and
make that day get here a little
quicker."
Ticket prices don't seem to
deter Wildcat fans. Ttus
Year's sell-out will be ac-
capplished despite a $2 in-
crease per ticket — to 810
apiece for some 50,000 sideline
seats and $6 each for 8,000 end
zone seats.
Your, position inside the
stadium is ,decided by how
much — if any — you con-
tribige to the UK., Blue and
White Fund.
While it is hard enOngh to
buy season hookL 4t will be
harder Still to obtain in-
dividual game tickets, Mrs.
Gentry said.
-First priority is anyone
who ,had season tickets last
year,' she said. "Second
priority. „Are active members--aitadium " she said
of the Alumni Association and
full-tuna faculty and staff of
the univeriity v;ho did not
have tickets . the previous
year.




• • We tell them about the only
way to get a ticket is for the
team to have a losing season
or for them to, expand the
•
Milwaukee A Savior For Some; Blalock Favored
secretary' Dorothy Gentry,, MILWAUKEE •( API — The s
urvived the cut at four-over-
iAuests—ara—being received Greater Milwaukee Open golf par 148 for t
he final two
for 1979 tickets. tournament, while perennially rounds, and many 
believe par
-We're sold out for season put down for its lack of big or better may 
be required to
books," Mrs. Gentry said. names, has become 4, favorite advance 
to the final two,
There 'could be tickets confidence building stop for 'rounds this 
year. The $150,000
probably for Vanderbilt and the game's fringe players and tournamen
t began today, with
Florida, bainTi ess the other future stars. ,first prize 
of $30,000 awaiting
teams release some, there Just ask veteran Art Wall _Sunday's winner.
.wonitibe_.any more for any Jr., whose 1975  victory in the  "ft's definitely course
 home games. The only GMO snapped a 10-year where par 
wins," North said,
possibility for getting a ticket drought. Or- Dave • "It's not a Muirfield or an
IS if the students don't use all Eichelberger, • whose • only . Open course, but people 'want
Theirs -or if -the visiting teams --victories in ii - Years- on---the-----to --age gam-gm
-mid mem
. -tour have been in the GMO in' return some of theirs.- here.
All 'of which raises the 1971 and last year. Or Andy
inevitable question of stadium North, the 1978 US. Open
champion from Madison, Wis.
One attraction of the GMO
lot-struggling pros is a chance.
to compete without the likes of
Jack Nicklaus, Tom Watson or •
other tour giants, who usually
skip this tournament in order
to prepare for the British Open
the following week. Another is'
the 7,410-yard, par-72
Tuckaway Country Club
course, with its wide open
fairways, impectably
manicured ---greena- -and
relatively short par five tests.
Last year, . 81 players.
"The reason the scores are
So low is that the conditions
are perfect," he said. "It's a
legitimate test. It's as good as
most courses we play and in
better shape than most."
North, seventh on the tour's
earnings_ list, is one of the
biggest name players in the
tourney. The field also in-
cludes former PGA-and Open
champion Lee Trevino, who
raplis fifth in earnings, long-
'hitting Fuzzy Zoeller, who
ranks 12/11-1975
winrier Lou Graham (14th)
and Mac McLendon (19th).
Chambers Wins four At Horse Show
Joe Pat Chambers won four
eventsila_take top honors in
the recent West Kentucky
Horseman's Show at the
Graves County Riding Club..
Chambers picked up. firsts
in the Open Barrel Race, Jr.
Pole Bending, Jr. Figure 8
Speed Race and Open Figure 8
Speed Race.
-. Dwayne Anderson and
Larry Joyner were doable
winners.' -Anderson took* first
in the English Rack and
English 'Gaited- 'Pleasure
classes. Joyner captured first




SALTER -- lArry Joiner leadiggAtiR-„,
W. Adair. leas Deinft WOW
Ishii Pine; Sad Pennell lesdag Cris-h-
iss Carroty; Dee Channel leadiqravver
Cotter.
PONY LEAD LINE Wayne Poyner
in Mr Bill, Tammy Animus in Little
&Me. Uremia Meenting elallan; Nitro
*tits on Latle..Red Bultrar; KAY
Taylor on Little BR
PONY PLEASURE - Tracy Gleans
reefing Black -Arc; C,asassidra Leer
riding Kong's Curie; Olathe Jackson
-rodent Todpolim-Rein
Bard Rock; Greg Wein= Mktg Son-
FOX tROT - Eddie Weitnnin riding
Senator . Flavous Rodgers riding Sissy.
Bandy Joe Davis riding Dusty Road
JR FLAGS -.Steve Barton riding
; Robin Dixon nth:is-Patchett
OPEN FLAGS - John Crenshaw
nding Joe Bailey; John Crenshaw riding
Bill Bailey; Cliff Hale riding Driuble
Dixon!.
GAITED PLEASURE - Harold
Palmer riding Copy's He Man. Bill
Rodgers riding Black Magic. J R Ross
riding Peggy Sue ; Jennifer Tucker
riding Dark Shadow -
YOUTH lags-reas PLEASURE -
Michael Chembers riding III Do Ladyl;
Lewis Dodds D riding May Val Pine:
'Tracy Gime MI* Doves Dimple;
Ricky War/ordering Ceenhiers Ghost.
COUNTRY PLEASURE T. Doug
Harrell riding Silverado; fiascoes
Rodgers riling Sian SWOON MP&
Prince; Jennifer Ticker riling Dait
Shadow; Eddie Workman riding
Senator.
PONY BARREL RACE - Danny
Crenshaw riding Spotted Lady; Steven
Drake riding Smokey ; Robbie Wstaif
riglin Hard Rock, Greg Workmen
-
BARREL, RACE - Cassandra
L ag riding Black an; Kevin Reouni
i1i; Deng ermine roma
Spilled lady; /trey Miens dilly
Jaw, Rolla Diara Adis Padua.
0111211_114111REL. MACS:— Joe 'Pat
ClimnIMes Meg Pratt- Miry; Sae
Sbieresolig lads, Ray; jEkagrErea-
*ant rkleg INN BiSay; Lod Main
rialirOASP:flieeCepalisodentlogamed
Rock.
ENGLISH RACK - Dwayne Anderson
..ri4e$1116ighLSen4iper, Jewell Cren-
slow ridlig-Corben Bad Pennell riding
Golden Boy
JR WESTERN PLEASURE - Jerry
Smith riding Straw Chip, Janie Bailey
GLC is More Than
Just a Great tittle Car
nding Bar Centennial: Candy Sparks
riding-Skfp7 Tana Davis riding Golden
Nugget; Connie Clampett riding Sandy.
JUNIOR FICUltEll SPEED RACE
Joe Pat Chambers riding Snowman; Joe
Pat Chambers riding Proud Mary; Bob-
bie Watson riding Mr Two D Chips.
Greg Workman riding Sonny, Jed Work-
man riding Misty Lancer.
OPEN FIGURE 6 SPEED, RACE -
Joe Pat Chambers riding Proud Mary;
John Crenshaw riding Bill Bailey, Kevin
`Record riding Snowman. Sue .Sherron
riding LuckkBoy: John Crenshaw riding
Joe Bailey
SR WESTERN PLEASURE - Larry
Joiner riding Skip w Adair; Tracy
Ghana riding Deire's Dimple; Lewis
Dodds riding- Poco Velvet Pine; Phyllis
Hill riding Look At Me Bar;_bliclusel
Chambers riding III Do Lady 2
ENGLISH GAITED PLE, WEE -
Dwayne Arearima ridatg Midaiglit Send-
piper; Anne Crenelken Ag Corbin;




JR. POLE BENDING - Jcse Pat
Xhastais ridlag Saratoga; Jae Pat
Climb*. !Sign Read Mary; Dee Der--
Rapes ridMgrilmidar.;„ Kevin Record
rtrivespast, Tracy Ginson riding
Mier.
OPEN POLE BENDISO----r- -terin
Reeeit Ming Smoky; Dee Doe Rodgers
riding Splay; Tracy Ghats riding
Joker.
WESTERN TRACE - El Rodgers
riding Shorty; Harold Pillow riding
Copy's He Man; Ridd Rodgers riding
Black Magic; Melissa Miller riding
Black Diertiond; Brad Miller riding l At-
tie Man ' •
Wheeling LPGA,
With Nancy Lopez taking a
week off, consistent Jane Bla-
lock looms as the favorite this
week in the Wheeling LPGA
Classic.
Not only has Blalock played
well recently — she won last
week's tournament at .Nohle-
-sville, Ind., after second-plat*
finishes in her prevfoUs_ two
tournaments — she has been
'erne of—the 'most Consistent
players since the ladies pro
golf tour began playing in
Wheeling in 1974.
Blalock won the 1976'Wheel-
ing tournament in a suddep-
death playoff with Pat
Bradley after finishing second
in 1974. •
-With Nancy not here, this
cotild be a wide-'open tourna-
ment," said 1977 U.S.
Women's Open champion
Hollis Stacy, who finished
second to Debbie Austin here a
year ago. Currently seventh
on the LPGA money list, Stacy
has taken the last two weeks
off "to get my thoughts and
rnt game together.,"
The Wheeling Classic has
attracted eight of the top 10
money winners and 18 of the
top 20, by far the best in the
tournament's lultory- Ninety-
one pros are entered in the
three-day tournament
beginning Friday.
Last year, only 64 pros en-
tered, but the prize money has
been raised by $20,000 to
175,000 for this year. And
many of the golfers are trying
to get their games in shape for
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Y01,1 Can Be A Winner
-Too With-Our. Carpet ..Values:




Oriental Style Rug ,
641 N.
753-0707
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Mores how you hie the Pepsi People...
get your hands on an ice-cold Pepsi-Cola. Anytime
a thirst puts you out of action, Pepsi goes all
, the way to get you back in action. Back to that
•
feelin' free feelin' that lets Pepsi People get a little
more out of living. -
Grab yourself a Pepsi.. -grab one for a friend.
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LEARNING TECHNIQUES — Jane Fridy, left, a student at the Ezell Beauty School,
assists Renee Bolen, seated, atso,a student, in learning the Techniques of hair styling. In
the background is Dot Clark, another student at the school, located on North Fourth
Street, Murray. Photo by tindy andwell
- Sittingtlear Sniokers Makes Heart Patients
More Susceptible To Angina, Study Claims
By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — Sitting
near cigarette smokers makes
people with' bad *arts more
susceptible to the sometimes
crippling chest pain called
angina, a federal study says.
The findings give new
ammunition to cigarette foes
who want to ban or at least
segregate smoking in lobbies,
restaurants and other public
places.
"Since there are millions of
people who Moe angina who
are adversely affected by
smoking, it is a definite health
hazard," Dr. Wilbert S,
Aronow, who directed the
study, said in an interview.
The study found that men
With heart trouble could not
exerctse as long as normal
after they sat in a room with
cigarette-puffing ex-
perimenters. Some of them
also had premature ven-
tricular heart beats, a
disorder associated. with
sudden death.
The results, gathered at the
Veterans Administration
hospital in Long Beath, Calif.,
were published in Thursday's
Issue of the New England
Journal of Medicine.
Aronow tested 10 men who
had suffered in the past from
Angina. He measured the
effects on their bodies . of
sitting in 11-by-12-foot rooms
Martin Countkins Seeking Attentiiin For
oa• ec
LOVELY, • Ky': (AP) —
Martin Countians in the
mountains of eastern Ken-
tucky, who gained national
publicity. several years ago
when a state road stopped
three miles short of them, are
seeking attention again.
National _news accounts
brought in donations to pave
the section linking them with
Kentucky 292. Now they want
to do it again.
The iluntle_y-Brinkley Road, 
flamed for the NBC television
neW's program diet described
their isolation, has been
pounded to dust by coal
trucks.
The Mara County Better
Roads • Organization,
representing property owners,
wants the state to purchase,
repair and maintain the road
or close it to commercial
traffic, notably coal trucks.
About 100 Kentucky and
West Virginia residents who
live near. the road signed a
petition to the Kentucky
Bureau of Highways, but no
paving has resulted.
ion ey an
The group blocked the road
last month with a chain
barrier high enough to let cars
and pickup trucks pass but no
farger vehicles, and is
scheduled to appear Monday
in Martin Circuit Court to
defend that action.
Residents are soliciting_
funds to hire lawyers to defend
their cause, Martin J. Stepp,.
chairman of the roads
organization, said in a recent
- buildings across_ the Tug Forkinterview 
"The Huntley-BrinliTey. from Nolan, W.Va., have
Road was paved," Stepp said. decided on a name, Stepp said.
"But-Lord, there's no blacktop "We will call that village
left on the whole road. The Huntleyville, on the Huntley-
commercial traffic tore the Brinkley Road," he said. "It
heck out of it. We didn't build has never had a name, 
it for a commercial road. ..,e_verybody just caLled -it
"It's the only outlet to the.- -4eress from Nolan."'
cife-T6-Piiithase
South Williamson in Kentucky
and Williamson in --West
Virginia,;' he said:
"Ladies from different
church groups are going from
door to door, and we have men
that 'are going to big com-
panies to get, them to donate
road — "just like they would --fhtt they can," Stepp said.
build around Lexington and. He said he did not think any
Louisville" — The residents coal companies had been
will 'Beek funds to turn the approached yet.
rutted HuntleytBrinkley Road. 
into "a 24-foot coal-haul Mood Center In
road."
That would cost about $3.8
million, he said. "If they give
us a permit we'll pay for it."
One way of doillgthat, he said, 
might be to erect toll booths. 
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP
expense, The Central 
Kentucky Blood
immediateThe 
south end of this county. if - The state Bureau of- however, will be for lawyers,;• 
Center, which supplies blood. .
(the state) is going to turn all
the traffic Over 'us let them
come in and build a road and
blacktop it," he said..
Kentucky 292 runs through
the narrow valley of the Tug
Fork of the Big Sandy River,
which separates Kentucky
and West Virginia. •
Stepp said West Virginians
are joining the battle for the
blacktop.
"When commercial traffic
was running (before the
barricade was erected last
month) dust would fill the
whole valley," Stepp said.
And, in an effort to
regenerate the spirit that got
the road paved the first time,
residents of a formerly
nameless small cluster of
Highways claims the three-
rOle Huntley-Brinkley Road is
public. aud avvt-P.L_ _thg..staW
highway syStem, because
public funds have been spent
.oti maintenance.
Bet Stepp said,. "The
Huntley-Brinkley Road is ,not
part of Kentucky 292 because
the state never bought the chants in Warfield, Lovely and
right-of-way.
"They have never main-
tained that road," he said,
except for "a little state aid on
it after we built it."
Stepp said if the state cannot
be persuaded to buy the right
of way and build a heavy duty
Sepp said, and fund drives for
legal expenses are on. -
— 1.4nd-raising
dinner at Roy Hunter's
' Restaurant, in what is now
called Huntleyville, raised
$608, he said.
"We are putting containers
in different .stores mer-
Need Of-All Types
ospitais in ju counties,
says there is a critical need for
' all types of blood.
'-Shirley Boyd, director • of
community relations, .said
Wednesday the shortage Vias
caused in part by an unuivally
high number of heart
surgeries Tuesday.
for two hours with three
people who each smoked five
cigarettes.
Ordinarily, the meroi could
exercise for, four inutes




FORT RILEY, Kan. —
Cadet Johnny D. Leneave, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert E.
Leneave, 205 E. 18th St.,
Benton, is receiving practical
work in military leadership at
the Army ROTC advanced
camp at Fort Riley,' Kan.
The five-week ROTC ad-
vanced camp provides, an
opportunity To-r—Cifclets to
develop and demonstrate
leadership capabilities in a
field training environment.
Most cadets are fulfilling
their advansced camp
requirement durThg the
summer between their junior
and senior 'yearsin college.
However, there will be a
number of graduation seniors
who will receive Army
commissions at the 'C'orn-
pletion of camp.
Leneave, a 1975 graduate of
ta student at Murray Statearshall County High School,
University.
after breathing in the smoke-
filled room, their average
exercise limit fell to 212
minutes.
And because of the smoke,
their heart rates increased.
their blood pressures rose and
three of them had irregular
heart beats.
Aronow- said that, breathing
other people's cigarette
smoke, or "passive smoking,"
is not as bad as smoking
directly. "An active smoker is
at Worst risk, but never-
theless, 'a* passive smoker is
still at significant risk," he
said.
Aronow said the carbon
monoxide .in cigarette smoke
cuts down the ambunt of
oxygen in the blood.lBut at the
same time, the nicotine in the




The situation is aggravated
in angina patients.The vessels
of their hearts can supply less
oxygen than normal because
they have been damaged by
disease.
The symptoms of angina
vary from a vague ache to a
crippling, crushing pain. It is
usually triggered by physical
activity.'
Earlier studies have linked
cigarette smoking with he'art
attacks, cancer, respiratory
ills and other diseases.
Liberty Turns Out In
issineet-
LIBERTY, Ky. (AP) — A
missing child had this south
central Kentucky community
awake and concerned this
morning as searchers with
flashlights combed the woods
six miles west of here search-
ing for 4-year-old Beth Ann
Brawner.
"She kind of took off with a
young beagle hound," Beth's
grandfather Fred Burkhart
said. The Bunkharts were
baby sitting their grand-
daugter when they discovered
her missing about 7
Wednesday night. Her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Brawner of Elizabethtown,
are vacationing "on the east
coast," Burkhart said.
"I believe she's all right un-
less she got snake bit or fell
over a cliff," Burkhart said.
"She's a pretty smart little gal
— she's real tough -- but the
poor little thing's probably
scared to death, but she's got
"Beag" with her and that's
some company." -
"Just about everybody in
town who can do anything is
out there," a Ibeal --police
spcicesman said. They were
searching the woods with
flashlights and lanterns,
added. In- addition to Liberty
Police, the Casey County
Sheriff's Department and
State Police were aLso taking
part in the search.
The Jefferson County Police
canine unit left Louisville
shortly after midnight to join
the search, a police
spokesman said.
The Green River runs about
four miles behind Burkhart's
farm but he wasn't worried
about his granddaughter
falling into the water. "She
knows not to get around water
like that," he said.
"Its a heavily wooded
area," the local police
spokesman said. Burkhart
said there are thousands of
acres of woods mixed in the
various farms in the area.
Mrs. Brawner teachers at
FerA ilaseagind her haeband:ia -
assistant Superintendent of
Hardin County Schools.
Burkhart writes a weekly





$ 3,000." 4foei t
Give- a - way
Drawing each night key .1111111.011
Only on• ticket win be *raven *itch
night If nto winner, amount will be
added to nest night's drawings.
*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
1978 Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair,
July 1045th
 Program of Events
Friday, July 7th, 1978
7730 Beauty Contest Lovett Auditorium
Saturday, July 8th, 1978
830 am. Swfm Meet
Murray City Pork Pool
Monday, My 10, 1978_
5:00 p.m_ -- Rabbit Show
7:30 p.m. — Official Opening
' 8:00 Demolition Derby
Tuesday, July 11,111$'
10:00 0.m. — Holstein Friesian Cottii, show
7-30 p.m. — 4-Wheel Drive Pull
Wsdaisday, July 12, 1978
0.m, Jersey Cattle Show
5:00 p.m. Open Rabbit Show
30 p.m. — Family Nite — FREE
Grandstands — Fire Works — Music Shaw
Thursday, Jib 13,1978
1:00 p.m. Kiddies Day
6:00 p.m. — 4.H8 FFA Dairy Show
800 p.m. — Demolition Derby
Friday, July 14, 1178
10:00 p.m. L.. Beef Cattle Shows
5:00 p.m. --Family-Night
7:30 p.m_ — Horse Show
Saturday, July 11, 111711,..-
J0 00 a.m.— Form eureou Day
0-30 o m. — Wrrs• & Mule Pull
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A Louisville Weekend
The red carpet rolled out
June 73-25 for three citizens
and thier spouses from
Mtu-ray or,
Douglas Lance,- Gene
Landolt, and, Richard --Gray
were dubbed "Ambaaiadors
to the Court' of King Louis





and bon appltit of Greater
APPETIT OF Greater
Louisville
The court was founded by
the Greater Louisville Motel-
Hotel Association and named
afer the French King for
whom -LoUtwille was named.
Each weekend the program
brings two or three couples
•
AP-
from over the state of Ken-
tucky to show them a better
known and lesser know at-
tractions of ("Treater
Louisville. •
The new Ambassadors were
L-ourted recently by Mr. and
Mrs. David. Newkirk, the host Louisville, courtesy of Yellow
and manager of the Holiday Cab YES Tours.
Inn Riverrnont. Each guest Saturday afternoon the
was presented with a bottle of guests, complete with bag
champagrte from the hotel, lunch, were taken to Churchill
and many gifts from local Dcittins for an afternoon of
industry. Honorary citizen- racing. .
ships were 4given the Am- Les Nichols, the executive
bassadOrs COurlesy of William director of the Hotel
Stansbury, Association, and his wife
Louisville, County Judge hosted a dinner on Saturday
Mitch McConnell made each evening at Hasenour's
guest a Captain of the Belle of restaurant.
The ho
5.0day Pvenipgat a dinner goodbye
medallion proclaiming him an
Ambassador. -The spouses
were given a charm which is a
replica of the medallion.
Saturday morning after
breakfast.* their rooms, the
guests were taken on a tour of
Inn -laid
day to throo 
given by the Inn, each Am- - happy but exhausted royal
bassador was presented with a couples.
OPEN NIGHTS 'TIL 9
SUNDAY 1 TO 6
...AT ALL STORES...
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER 
?---4
% T % OFF!
COORDINATE SPORTSWEAR m
V Mix and match sportswear.
Shorts • Tops • Sliitis • Pants • T-tops 599
Reg. to 2299 s
- # SUMMER HANDBAGS(






• Pants • Skirts • Shirts • Tops 399
\, Reg. 1399_,... 
  LINGERIE CLEARANCE .




599..8991 Piece & bikinis
Reg. 161'9 to 2499
—c  SHORTS! SHORTS!
aol Great variety Including
• denims & bicycle. . .399.599
Reg. to  809
CUNTRAt SHOPPING aim
MURRAY, KY
• 11•Ile's • 1•14Amantarcl • tArmIte Charge






ryKms An Hour Earlier
news.
"The Bible Speaks," a
nondenominational program
of. readings from the King
James version of the Bible
without interpretation or
analysis, will begin at 6 a.m.
William Phillips, Murray
attorney, will do the 15-minute
readings each morning.
According to Rachel Oas,
program director, the
program was originally
conceived as a service for
senior citizens and other area
residents who might be sight-
impaired and have trouble
reading the Bible themselves.
"iiiiturally," she said, "we




Weather will be included in the
WKMS--FM farm news service
at 6:15 a.m. Farrell said the
station will offer a different
--Sto. rmSystem Siyawns -ome:icicles 7report.
irfai rmaddfeittaOturn




southern Georgia and _ the __market summaries on
eastern Gulf Coast. Mondays; conservation
Cool temperatures with. discussion on Tuesdays;
clear- to partly cloudy skies -Kentucky Farm Bureau
covered much of the Nor- reports on Wednesdays;
theast. Temperatures in the
60s were recorded throughout




peratures around the natioii
ranged from 45 in Ely, Nev., to
86 in Phoenix, Ariz., and
Kansas City, Mo.
SPEND WEEKEND IN LOUISVILLE--Murrayans recently feted to a weekend in
Louisville as honored quests at the expense of the Greater Louisville Motel-Hotel
Association are pictured above. from left, is Mr. and Mrs. David Newkirk .host and
manager of Holiday inn Rivermont in Louisville, "King Louis XVI," and Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Lance, Gene Landoll and Richard Galy, all of Murray.
By The Associated Press -
A system of storms sent.
deadly tornadoes, rains and -
flooding across wide areas of
the Midwest, doing its most
serious damage in Minnesota
and North Dakota. "
At least eight dealhs were
attributed to tornadoes
Tuesday and Wednesday in
North Dakota and Minnesota.
Over seven inches of rain
' fell in the Rochester,. Minn.,-
area where serious flooding
forced the evacuation of more
than 4,000-persons. Most roads
into Rochester, about 50 miles
southeast of --Minneapolis,
.were cut off and 'com-
munications were bad. Ike
few reports getting out early
today said that at least seven
persons were believed
drowned, including four-to-
five trapped in a nursing home
.elevator.
A large area of thun-
derstorms extended? from
Iowa, through Kansas into
• northeastern New Mexico
today. Tornadoes last night
ripped through several towns
-in northwestern Iowa,
Nebraska and South Dakota
near the Iowa state line,
damaging buildings and
knocking out power.
Some roadways in nor-_
theastern Iowa were under
water and a few towns had
power outages for. periods
Wednesday night.
A few showers continued
over western Montana,
Public radio station WKMS-
FM at Murray State-
University ' wT11-- Win
broadcasting one hour earlier





will begin at 6 a.m.. Monday
through Friday instead of 7
a.m. The extra hour will die
used to offer such new ser-
vices as "The- Bible Speaks,"
daily agricultural reports, and
local news, sports, and
weather.
The station's morning show,
rafted "FM in the AM," will
run from 6_ do -9 a.m. In
general, it will consist of about
20 minutes of news and in-
„formation each hour, com-
bined with a variety of con-
temporary music. Keith
Farrell, a Murray senior. Will
direct the WKMS morning
national agricultural reports
on Thin-Ways; ” and
discussions with local
agricultural experts - on
Fridays.
WKMS-FM is located at 91.3
on the -FM dial and serves
listeners in four states. It
operates as a public service of
Murray State.
SIZZI AG 25% TO 50•., SAVINGS ON SOUND PRODUCTS THAT GO WITH YOU FOR SUMMER FUN!
This compact stereo cassette tape player really delivers big
'sound! Great for subcompacts and sports cars. Features auto-
matic eject- to 'remove tape' and turn off player, locking fast-
forward and rewind controls Speaker wire and mounting




Listen to your favorite
music or sports anywhere








Tape -it-with-you or play your favorite pre-
recorded cassettes. With built - in mike, push -
button controls, lift - up. handle and jacks for
accessories For 12VDC. AC ,or optional batteries.
14 842
50% OFF! TELEPHONE-TYPE MOBILE CB
TRC-456 by Realistic
SAVE $100
• U S Dept of Transportation
Encouragas CS Use far
Mghway Safety,
instant 2-way communication — listen privately thru
handset, thru speaker or bOthl With mounting bracket
and FREE FCC license application. 50% OFF! 21.1523







































































































































































FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) -
Kentucky State Police are
viewing the number el-traffic)
fatties during the fouraiay
Fourth of July holiday
. weekend with mixed feelings.
There were 13 fatalities over
the holiday weekenil, com-
pared to la diking the same"
driving-period a year ago'.
"I don't think you can call it
a successful weekend," U.
Ernest Bivens, director of
safety education for the state
police, said Wednesday. "But
I don't think you can call it a
faifttrerfther
The latest death reported
was that of the Lee County
Attorney Carl Swanger Jr., 39,
who died when his car left
Kentucky 52 just east of
Beattyville Tuesday night.
'Police say the accident was
not discovered until Wed-
nesday morning.
Bivens said he couldn't
attribute the state police's
stepped up patrols of secon-
dary roads with the fewer
fatalities.
"There are too - many
variables," Bivens said.
However, Bivens said he did
Meanwhile, there were two
separate fatalities within a
short diirtence on a lightly
traveled section of Kentucky
'air near, Crab Orchard in
Lincoln County.
Bevins said those kind of
accidents make the collection
of Weekend fatality records so
hard. He noted some of the
otherFourth of July fatalities,
such as a 10-year-old boy who
fell off the back of a moving
pickup truck when the
vehicle's load shifted on a
small rural road, could have
happened at any . • .
However, he said the
tncrea-Settlifill-PaTrOTSW-bi: -
continued during the La'bor
Day weekend and a stepped up
media campaign may be
undertaken.
-We have got to get the
driving public's recognition of
the problem on our secondary
highway system," Bevins
said.





Investigationise Finotui:t wwhaa ntts ;en
called • 'false and slanderous"
charges about her reasons for
withdrawing from the 6th
District Congressional race.
Miss Foust Wednesday
released a copy of a letter she
- -wrote to the. Fair Campaign
Practices Committee asking
the, hi-partisan group to in-
Veltigate the charges made by
Democratic Congressional
nominee Tom Easterly.
Miss Foust, a former
Democratic state eaditor who
has switched to the "X was not pressured to
Republican Party, withdrew—withdraw," she said. "I , was
from the 6th - Disti-ict racr_usLoaaa-
in the May 23 primary. compensation of any kind. I
did not expect nor would I
accept compensation
kind.
Miss Foust Wants 'Slanderous'
Charges About Her Investigated
-
. . e I9 after being unopposed directly or ' by inuendo--
WHAT RfUEE—Katen Murphy,' 10, beat the heat in a
fountain at the Belvedere Plaza in Louisville, Ky.
(AP laserphoto)
Miss Foust cited Easterly's
connections with organized
labor as her reasons for
withdrawing, but Easterly
charged she was forced out of
the race by the state
Republican Party.
She enclosed several
newspaper clippings with her
entucky Trying To Withdraw
From Petition On Handicapped
•
feel the increased en- BRADEN The attorneys ...general He said he decided to 
ertwessatir concern over their
-
forcement efforts by the state Associated Press Writer contended that _ if the court withdraw from the petition 
invo ement," he said. -It
- 'ohm, wlintickeTedalorelmittiCy--rit'fq--- permitted the woman to -file . after several repreSefltat1W51 
re--0-6- the - pressure
2,500 drivers for violations, did suit against the college, courts of the handicapped told hinvity 
(for the court to rehear the
case ) that we think is to some
play a part. The arrest figures would be flooded with other a meetiag last week "t_t it extent illusory."
were more than 1,000 above similar suits. They also said would lotk like 4 wai anti-
the figure for the Memorial that Miss Davis could resolve handicapped. 
Cherry said the signatures
Day weekend.
''We did set up more
roadblockb and attempted-to
be more visible," he said. "I
think this had to help.'
Eivens said another factor
lie thinks may have played a
past in the reduced number of
fatalities was the fact that
Monday split the holiday.
"I think this had a great
deal to do with minimizing the
problem," he said. ,"We
avoided the rush. When I was
on the interstates and
secondary roads in my private
car this weekend I had the
feeling traffic was moving
better. I saw only a couple of
cars which were speeding
excessively.
"Another big thing was we
had no multiple accidents,"
Wens said. "And we had
pretty decent driving
weather."
Bivens noted the accidents
continued to be 'on the
secondary roads, with few
problems on interstates. Only
one fatality, a member 'of a
motorcycle gang who was hit
by a truck while traveling on
Interstate 64, occurred on the
Spurred by criticism from
spokesmen for handicapped
Kentuckians, the attorney
general's office is with-
drawing from a petition
challenging a, 'handicapped
woman's-right to file suit
againM a college that rejected
Attorney General Robert
Stephens said Wednesday be
will ask that Kentucky be
permitted to withdraw from
an. arnicus curiae (friend of
the court) brief filed last May
with the 4th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals.
Stephens joined the at-
torneys general et 14 other
states in asking for a
rehearing of a ruling that
Francis B. Davis had a
"private right of action" in
federal court • against
Southeast Community College
in North Carolina under
'Section 504 of the 1973 federal
rehabilitation act.
Miss Davis was denied
admission to a nursing
training course by the college
on grounds that she could not
perform basic nursing duties
because she is deaf..
Section 504 prohibits
discrimination against han-
dicapped people in any
program or activity receiving
interstates, federal funds.
Atkins Thinksteroll
Entry Not A Good Idea
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) --
State Auditor George,Atkies
says he did not think Carroll
Hubbard's entrance in the 1979
governor's race would be a
good idea.
es
- Hubbard, a First District
-congressman, scheduled-. a
series of,,,p_ss conferences for
tpday aren't was expected he
would announce his candidacy,
for the Democratic
npmination.
,_"I think if Carroll wants to
run for governor, I think he
should," Atkins said in an
interview with WVLK radio
here. "But, from a statistical
standpoint, I don't think it
would be a good move since
his entrance would cut into
both our constituencies,
think he realizes that, too."
Atkins said in mid-June he
would decide in August
whether to become a can-
didate himself.
of 15 attorneys general gave
her grievances through ad- 
ministrative channels. "I see n
 reason to get the impression that 15 states
The petition,,which asks for involved 
ce they-feel I'm in were concerned about the.
a rehearing by the full ap- effic 
akirrg for the state," decision, when it appears that_
pellate court, was filed as a 
said, 'adding that 'the u* can WA relearing was an
result of a resolution adoptedecis
ion to withdra,w is "move arbitrary • decision by the
at the Southern Regierial symb
olic than anything." attorneys_general.
Conference of ' Attyiseys 
James Cherry of Louisville, Cherry said the court
General in Lexagfon last a di
sabled veteeran who has decision is important becauseir. lobbied extensively for hen- administrative remedies areApril.
Stephens said in a telephone dicapp
ed rights and who has sometimes ineffective and
interview that-he felt the at-
joined in the suit as an in- may take years to process,
torney general's office was
terested party, said he was resulting in denial of a han-
legally correct in taking the 
very pleased with Stephens- dicapped person's rights
Position it did, but _Oust, "it decision to withdraw- 
%leder federal law.
"This means that we'll be  
never occtu-ed to me that
anyone would say I was anti-
able to contact other attorneys
handicapped."
general in other states to
Man Free After-Serving
31/2 Years On False Rap
SAVANNAH, Ga. ( AP) - released frem.prison, he said.
Earl Patrick Charles sat in a "That was beautiful. My
cell for 31/2 years insistinghe father was a double dose."
was falsely accused of mur- "I still believed the good
dering two men. Today he is a Lord would make a way'
free • man, the burden of his somehow," said his father,
conviction swept away by new, Patterson. 62.
evidence. , Superior Court Judge
"The thing was,_i_ittiew_l___George Oliver, who had
didn't do it," he said. "That _sentenced Charles to death on
was the force that helped me the recommendation of the
believe I'd someday go free." jury that convicted him, ruled
Charles, 25, was released June 14 that prosecutors had
Wednesday from the Chatham to free the 26-year-old man or
County Jail, where he had retry him because of new
been held since his arrest in evidence in the case.
Tampa, Fla., on charges of His attorneys had found a
murdering Max and Fred police detective who
Rosenstein, two Savannah corroborated their contention
merchants. The proscutors that Charle:s was working at a
said they would not retry him Tampa service station when
because of new evidetice. the crime was committed.
"I can't believe it's all District Attorney Andrew J.
over," said his mother, Ryan III announced Wed-
Flossie Mae Charles, 49, who nesday that he had no plans to
fainted in court when she prosecuterharles further,
heard the death sentence Charles' attorney, John
pronounced on her son in 1975. Sullivan, said he was
His mother "was the first "satisfied" with the outtome
face I saw" after being of the case.
"All the evidence points
ultimately and unquestionably
to a solid alibi which would be
tantamount ... to securing an
acquittal"_ if the case were
retried:. he said. "I doubt very
seriously if the district at-
torney ... would ever attempt
to bring this to trial."
Sullivan said he was con-
sidering a civil spit against
prosecutors for notation of
_Charles' civil rights.
"I intend to pursue it in
conjunction with a defense
team out of the East that
specializes in these things."
he said.
But Ryan said he had a clear
conscience about the way the
case was handled by his office
Results of investigations in
the case are attached to the
court hraer, and are A matter
--of *Are reciir& he said.'I
invite anyone to come in and
read tt."
Chaeles, who celebrated his
25th birthday in jail Monde
said he was not bitter.
"It was a hitter pairito serve
that time for something I
didn't do," he said. "But
made it serve me, too. It sure
advanced my outlook on life."
Waiter W. Jones M.D.
Diplomat, American Board
of Opthalmology
Announces the Opening of
his office for Diseases and
Surgery of the Eye
at




letter to Ben Weintraub, head
of the Fair Campaign Pnit-
tices Committee, quoting
Easterly's charges.
She said a press release
read to the Lexington Herald
by Easterly's father, Ed
Easterly, stated his son "has
obtained evidence.. .that
Republican bosses called a
secret meeting to raise funds
to buy out Miss Foust.. He
said his son had reports of
amounts from 6100,000 to
;500,000 being raised to get
Miss Foust out"
"These accusations are
unmitigated lies," Miss Foust
said in her letter to Weintrauh.
of an
0'
"If" Mr. Easterly had any
evidence of his very serious
charges he would, of course,
turn it over to the - U.S.
Attorney," Miss Foust said.
"I am no longer his op-
ponent," she said. "His
defamatory charges agaie.st
me are simply an irrespon-
sible effort on his part to
divert attention from his real
problem, i.e. the fact that he is
a liberal, unionbacked can-




charges," Miss Foust - • 3 "I
therefore request ) he be




• • ly, a state senator
1m Frankfort and former
legal counsel for the, state
upset incumbent
Congressman John
Breckinridge by 495 votes in
the primary.
After Miss Foust's with-
drawal, the Republican Party
selected another state.
senator, Larry Hopkins
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"The regular Annual Meeting
If Members of the West Ken-
tucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation will be
heldthis year on Saturday,-July




The meeting will begin at 3:00
o'clock p.m. Daylight Saving
Time. The guest speaker will be
Wesley Jackson, Tennessee
Valley Authotity.
All members of the West Ken-
tucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation are
urged to attend this meeing.”
WEST KY. RURAL ELECTRIC
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!Cade cCoart Gets Leadership Training
RT RILEY, Kan.-Cadet
obert J..Mceoart, son of Mr.
and Mn. Robert J. SifcCoart,
1510 Story, Murray. is
,receiving practical work in





11$ so. i2ob 7534035
hoe Patau At Mar Dew
Army ROTC advanced camp
at Fort Riley, Kan.
The five-week ROTC ad-
vanced camp provides an
opportunity for cadets to.
develop and demonstrate
leadership capabilities in a
field training environment,.
Most cadets are fulfilling
their advanced samp
requirement during the
summer between their junior
and senior year in col
However,' there will b4 a
number of graduating senkt
who will receive Aany
commissions at the com-
pletion of camp.
McCoart is a student at
Murray State University.
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' ments • • I Babylcypian
it Moon god god
dess . - 4 Preposition
-1-2-Worships . . 5Popularly _iJ 
14 South Afri- _Supposed
can Dytch 6 Rants 
itL15 Boy attend- 7 Poems
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-29 Assislants 42 Tibetan
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Di•tr. by Vnitad eature Syndicate. Inc.
State, National News Roundup
Bumppo In The Running
BROWNSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
- Edmonson County Attorney
Natty Bumppo says he will
run for 19th District state
representative in 1981, on a
non-solemn platform of
.seeking to have Brownsville
declared a firstclass city. ,
Referring to his campaign
as "tongue.in,cheek,"
Bumppo said Monday that the
firstclass-city issue will be his Bumppo said he will not run to have their cars inspected
platform's only plank. for state representative in 1979 for emissions that cause air
reclassified Brownsville from hislerin as county attnrney.
The 1978 General Assembly because he will be finishing pollution.
a sixth-class city to .a fiftte\ The current 19th District It would also require County
class city. 
.
representative is Ronnie residents to repair their cars if.
"The- . prOlen-t. legislators Layman. • 'emissions were excessive.
__..lelferson Fiscal 
' have to approve
Jefferson Judge
were pikers," Bumppo said.
Brownsville has a population
of 542 by thy last census and
even With- growth and an-
nexation cannot have 1,000
people now. Yet the General
Assembly declared it a fifth-1
class city despite the state's!
constitutional requirement
that a fifth-class city have at
least 1,000 people. 
Proposes
Pollution Ordinance
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Jefferson County :Judge Mitch
McConnell says he will
propose a county ordinance
that would require motorists
Former Deputy Files Suit: • chance
the Or-
lo enact such an ordinance,
McConnell said Wednesday,
unthe would have to
obtain about $1.25 million
from the state, or the federal
Environmental Protection




drinkers claimed he hindered
their activities. He 'was
charged with impersonating a
public servant, . hindering
prosecution or apprehension,
and loitering. , 
However, the chartges were
dismissed June 16 in Warren
Vistrict Cisurt. „
'Hodges suit claims-th& .S.N
ficers arrested him without
justification, and caused him
to be falsely Imprisoned.
The suit also charges that
news coverage of the arrest
damaged the reputation of
Hodges and his family. The
suit seeks  _$1.5  million insnpr Charles Hall said ul=c-corniensatary damages and-
formal statement, "We can $500,000 in punitive darntrges.
understand the people's
reaction to the proposed tax,
as we did not make it plain to
the general. public the urgent
need we had for new school
--beget and construction of new
BOWLING GREEN, 'Ky.
(AP) - A former chief deputy
'sheriff in Warren -County.Jack Hodges, has ̀ filed a $2million damage suit againstthe city of Bowling Green and
two city police officers. •
_The suit concerns Hodges'
arrest May 20 at -a local
nightspot where police
Won't Challenge
SOMERSET, Ky: (AP) -A
referendum vote on a
proposed 10-cent tax levy will
not be pursued by the Pulaski
Countri3oord of Education.
Caldwell Contract Released
PRINCETON,. Ky. (AP) -
buildings.” . The contract for .construction
Hall indicated the board will of eight new classrooms at the
not challenge the petition Caldwell 'County High School
signed by some 3,370 county has, been awarded to. Prim
resident§ 'who opposed the tax ceton Lumber Co. •
increase and hoped to force The cOrnPany's bid • of
the levy onto the November---$235,312 was chosen by the
ballot. Caldwell County Board -of
Education from among four
reviewed last week.'
-- Dr. Larry,-" Allen, new
superintendent in Caldwelr,
said the dew classrooms will
be used fOr _ ninth grade_
classes. Thepschool board has
decided fo transfer the ninth
-grade.
'Sesame Street' Creator Says T11 Improved Little
LIALLAS ( AP ) - The
creator of "Sesame Street"
says there has been little
improvement in children's
television programming on






MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) -
National Guard troops ended a_





The city suffered more than
400 fires during a three-day
fireme.ns' strike: Police did
not walk off their jobs.
The- talks that resumed
Wednesday will focus
primarily ,on wage demands,The federal EPA ,has
according to negotiators forwarned the county that it will
e city, police and firemen: -impose strict limits on *it'.
development if decisive steps 
Californiac Courtare not taken to reduce
pollution.
Steps are needed,
McConnell said, because, 
Won't Intefere
-.13a9ecT-On what we breathe
and what we read, Jefersop 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Ceunty's_air pollptinqprOblem 
bis_TherCermedaliforniiaointeSuprkreremewCiothuriti
is one of the worst in the voter initiative that, ifSoutheast."
approved, would empower
school boards to dismiss or
refuse to hire employees in-
volved in homosexual ac-
tivities likely to come to the
attention of students.
Uider the .Noyember
initiative, a public-jet wanld
include voicing support for the
givil_rights to homosexuals. •
Opponents of the initiative,
reacting to the court's refusal
Wednesday. 
council  of Churches of Christ.
"We have seen some good
things in commercial
television, but there has been
little quantatative change
over the years," Joan Ganz
Cooney said Wednesday to
more than 12,Qp0 participants
at the National Education
Association's 116th annual
'convention-
Ms. Cooney was presented
the organisation's "Friend of
Education" award, becoming
the first woman and first non-
politician so honored.
Judge Orders Reduction
BRUNSWICK, Ga. (AP) -
A U.S. District Court judge
has ordered the population of
the G
reduced by 300 inmates within
14 days to ease racial tension
at the Reidsville institution.
Judge Anthony 'A. Alaimo
also ruled Monday that - in-
mates who are housed in open
dormitories be assigned by
race in checkerboard fashion
as an interim measure - not
to exceed%) days f
ec recta problems.
The prison has been the
scene of two recent outbreaks
alnong inmates, both believed
racially motivated. The-latest
incident resulted in the
slaying of a black.
Greek Orthodox Church Delegates
Urge Lifting Of Arms-Ship-mot Wan
DETROIT (AP) - Congress
should reject Pr.esident
Carter's request to lift a
partial ban on U.S. arms
, shipments to Turkey,
delegates to the biennial
meetig of the Greek Orthodox
Church declared.
The • 500 delegates
representing the 3 million-
member church salc11--bisic
human, rights have _ been
denied to the people of Cyprus
since July 1974 by "an in-




called on the United States to
retain an embargo on arms
shipments to Turkey until that
country complies with United
Natinns resnlutinns seeking
peace in Cyprus.
Visa Denied To Clergyiiiiii
JOHANNESBURG, South
- Africa (AP) - The South
African government has
!denied a visa to an American
clergyman, Canon Bob
Rowell, who is the secretary
for Africa Of the National
Bishop Desmond Tutu, the
general secretary of the South
African Council of Churches,
said the government's action
"seems only to reinforce the
views of the critics of our
country who say that we are
not a free country."
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TO FORGET AND I
CAN'T REMEMBER
WHAT IT WAS - -
P:resident Carter2 Expected To ig.n Measure;
Setting Safety Standard On Insulation
By JEFFREY KILLS •
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) - A
measure setting a federal
safety standard for cellulose
-home insulation, . an
creasingly popular consumer
item linked to fire hazards,
will soon get the signature of
President Carter.
Within a few days, Carter is
expected to sign the bill, which
cleared Congress last weak.
Sen. Wendell Ford,Day..,- was
the chief sponsr-___
The legjslation is an attempt
to deal with fly-by-night in-
sulation firms that sprang up
after Carter urged Americans
to insulate their horn, to save
money in fuel bills and to ease
the national energy problem.
Cellulose insulation consists
of ground newspaper treated
For Second Semester
••••.
with chemicals that retard
fires.
!If it is done the wrong way,
It can de more harm than
good," said Ford.
..... The Kentucky senator said
consumers have no way_ of_
knowing if their insulation still
will be fire-resistant several
years after it is treated.
"Some-operators were going
around with a grinder in the
beta of a truck and putting
ground-up newspaper directly
into the attic_ and the eavesAL'i
a house," Ford said in an
interview.
'According to a Federal
Trade Commission estimate,
six million Americana in-
sulated or reinsulated their
homes last year, outstripping._
the supplies of traditional-
fiberglass and mineral-wool
types of house insulation.
Because of shortages, much of
the new insulatioe enbe
cellulose.
Ford said helitrsodwead the
bill . out of exasperation with
,the Consumer Product Safety
Commission, the agency
responsible for policing the
• safety of goods on the
- marketplace.
• He said the commission's
own Denver office proposed In
- June of 1975 that the. agency
7.itudy the safety of home in-
sulation. However, he said the
commission did not initiate
proceedings until November
of 1977 and is not expeaed to
have regulations in effect until
next year.
"Their Denver office said
this is dangerous and we have
'to take a look at it. And, they
didn't do anything," Ford
said. "The way this material
is being sold, I decide() that we .
couldn't waft-that long." _
The bill awaiting Carter's
signature orders the com-
mission to implement as an
interim measure a safety
standard drawn up by the
General Se-rvices
Administration. When the
consumer agency finishes its
lengthy procedures, that
standard will become per-
manent.
"This way we have in place
a federally approved safety
standard on an interim basil&
Consumers will no longer have
to guess whether cellulose in-
sulation is safe or not," Ford
said.
Murray High Honor Roll Released
The honor roll for the second
semester at Murray High
School has been released by
Roy Weatherly, principal, as
follows:
12th Grade .
Kim Alley 2.82, Donna Bailey
2.78, Kathy Bennett 2.50, Beth
Boston 3.0, Keith Cartwright
2.50, Ann Clark 275. Laurie .
Crass 3.0, Debbie Darnell 3.0,
Lisa English 2.60, Kathy
Fenton 2 82, Greg Garfield 3.0, -.
Frank Gilliam 2.75, Joey
Grasty 310, Kent Harman 2.40,
Tim Harrell 2.56. Don Henry,
2.75, Jerome Higginbotham
2.75. Delsine Honchul 3.0,-
Delores Honchul 2.56, Kim
Hobper 2.64, Bruce Horning
3.0. Karen Jackson 3.0,
Claude Johnson 2.80, Gina
Jones 3.0, Michele Kelley 2.50.
Kathy May 2.15, Tammy
Melton 3.0, Carol Montgomery
182, . Jon NoffSttiges., 2,75.
Tammy Rice 3.0, Angela
Rickman 2,68,Stan Montt 2.56,
Krista
Michael Russet 2.80, Deana
Seigler 2.56, Scott Scarbrough
2.50, Laura. Shinners 30,
Minna Shipley 2.84, Janet
Smith 2.56, BelitietsrSuiter 210,
Kim ilbbs 2.80, Share Toon
3.0, Lisa Watson 3.0, Bill
Wilson 2.78.
IIth Grade "
Sharon Blodgett 3.0, Howard
Boone 2.56, Duane Ilycus 2.80,
Harry , Fannin 3.0, Jennie
Francis 2.80, Debbie Geurin
3.0, Keane Gregory 2.60,
Linda Horner 2.83, David
Jones 1:0. '
Jerry Kelley 2.80, Holly
laMastus 2.80, Audrey Lent
2.75, Gena Lovett 3.0, I.ysa
Lyon 2.60, Dana Mansfield
2.50. Francie Outland 2.57,
Stacy Overby 3.0, Mike Pitts
2.90,
Serena Sandness 3.0, Terry
Smith 2.60, Brad Taylor 3.0,
Krista Thonlas 2.78,,_Theresia
Vaughn 3.0, Laura Watkins
2.78, Mark West 2.78, Pat
Whitlow 3.0, David Willoughby
2.60
.. 10th Grade
Joy Alexander 2.64, Lynne
Beatty 3.0, Janne Bell 2.80, •
Julie Billington, 2.82, Brent
Boston 2.89, Lee Bryan 2.56,
Robyn Burke 3 0, John Clark
2.82, Susan Crass 3.0, Teresa&
Dick 3.0 .
Denise Dycus .2.67, Carroll
Edwards 3,0, Mark Ferguson
3.0, Rick Ferrell 2.80,•




Dean Hainsworth 2.60. Nancy
Kiesow 3.0, Mary Lindsey 2.84,
Samar Mahfoud 3.0, Doug
Moore 3.0, Amy Noffsinger
2.64.
Kayne Beasley 3.0, Claudia
Billington 3.0, Susan Bogard
250, Lewis Bossing. 3.0, Todd
Bradshaw, 2.64, Shari Crofton
2.64, Natalie Garfield 3.0,
Mary Hine 2.56, Wayne
thickson 2.56.
Greg Miller 2.60, Cindy
Montgomery 3.0, Jack
Morrow 3.0, Greg Morton 3 0,Kathy Outland 2.60, Martha Tina Ratteree -2.78, RobertPitman 2.80, Mary Ann Santagado 2.64, Cherya ScottRoberts 2.82, Kay Russell 2.82,1410, Elizabeth Stout 2.82, JannJulie Sams 2.56, Carol Sears Washer 2.64, Randy Wilson2.56, Stacy Smith 3.0, Nicky 2.64.
Blue Grass Field Contracts Let
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
The Lexington-Fayette Urban
Countr Airport Board has
awarded contracts for about
$1 million in improvements VI
Blue Grass Field;
Gregory Buildlrett. Inc.. a
Lexington firm, received
contracts Wednesday for
construction of A fire-safety
building and expensinn of the
baggage claim area. . .
The fire-safety building
'could house emergency
vehicles, the airport's com-
munications and emergency
center, a workshop and living




but the company's $729,300 bid
was the only one received. It
vitis4 the second time the"'
project had been bid No bids
were received the first time
The icornpany agreed to
reduce its bid by $19,000 if it
received contracts for both
projects, said airport
manager Jim Brough.
The company's $257,100 bid
on baggage claim expansion



















































































































































































































Sealed bids will be
received by the Bureau of.
Highways, at its office,
Frankfort, Kentucky un-
til 10:00 a.m. Eastern
Daylight 'acne on the 21
day of JULY, 1978, at
which time bids will be
publicly opened and read




better Road from the
Highland Road (CR 1047)
easterly to the Cross
Spann-Road 1-CR-1-134), a
distance of 0.170mile; the
Cross Spann Road from -
the Ledbetter -Road (CR
1051) southeasteAy toand
of blacktop, a distance of
0.1310 mile; andthe Cross -
Spann Road from end of •
blacktop easterly to En-
trance to Hudson
Chemical Company Port
Facility, a distance of
- 0.380 mile. A total distan-
ce of 1.370 mile.
Bituminous Surface.
CALLOWAY COUNTY,
SP 18-143: The Ledbetter-
Road (KY 497) from KY
94 easterly to the
'Highland Road (CR 104-7),
a distance of 1.170 Miles
'Bituminous Surface.
The Bureau of High-
ways hereby notifies all
bidders that it will af-
firrnatively insure that in
any contract entered into
pursuant to this ad-
• vertisement, minority
business diterprises will
be afforded full op-
portunity to sub it bids
in response to this in-
vitation, and will not be
discriminated against on
the ground' ofrace, color ,
or national origin in con-
sideration for an awards.
Bid -Proposals fer all




21, 1978, at the Division of
Contract Procurement.
Bid Proposals for all.
projects will be available
_ at a cost of $2 each and.
--remittance payable to
State Treasurer of Ken-
tucky must accompany
, request for proposals.
(NON -REFUNDABLE)
BID PROPOSALS ARE





Specimen Proposals for 
all projects will be- -  
ttP ER VA_S R
available to all interedia' i" OR WATKINS ME 
RRIC'MAC toy
parties at a cost of $2each Products. Contact 
parties has opening for
(NON REFUNDABLE) Holman Jones, 217 
supervisors and
Specimen Proposals ctur-:" South 13th., Phone 753- 
demonstrators in your
net be used fel:bidding. 3128. 
area. Quality mer-





8881 or write MERRIC-
MAC,, Box 1277.
_ Dubuque, Iovia -5206E.
COLOR PORT AITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035, Free Parking
lot, use our rear en-
_trance.
BIBLE FACT INC. Luke
12;37 and 38, Christ 
-13states: 'Blessed are
those servants, whom
the lord when he cometb
find watching:
-verily I say unto you,
that he shall gird .nave expan e our
•
WILL TAKE DOWN TV











SITTER FOR 8 year old
girl, 8-5 your home or
mine 753-9255 after 5.
SCHOOL TEACHER
NEEDS babysitter in
'my horne 4-9 p.m. June
and July, 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. during schoot year.
. Must have own tran-
sportation and willing to
- do light housekeeping.
Call 363-7868 after 9 a.m.
to sit down to meat, and this community and i
n
will come forth and doing so, we have mo
ped
serve them.- Would you to a new locat
ion at 816'
be ready if the Lord Coldwater Roa
d, Phone
came today_? Bible study753-0180.
and answers -anytime. 
. _759-4600:
Witimire just received 2 truck
*es qf _ isfrieweiors. up
rights sad chest type deep
 , side by side
refrigerates. We hove 3 air
cooditiensrs, 4 dishwashers,
refrigereters ran from S73 to
$150, dishwasher rum from
$SO to $1.5.0. 1 Sean table
sow. 4 old fashioned push
mowers, big sales-tier. .of
other useful items. TV sets,
several used ones. We still
:have sever* school desks
ranging from $1 to S3.50.,
and school hoses. Cell 79-
4095 iip to I Alerray ford
- If You
Need Them:











- . . .•. 753-66a--
him CAW- . 153-7588
_Sa Gda azes . 753-0929
Nidpi  153-111111.




















For interview call 753-
_ 0839 2.1.1.753-5287 .
WHAT WE DO BEST is
care. Needline, 753-633 ,
94tPaary









-11 Mien Penny 2S yrs.
Dote Psy
- 1141 S Puny (ww)
- Rare 11441-13Sawil
• S Mist Patsy - 2Sjirs.
Phis Fees two 5*
Phis Ow Free Gift
Phi Ow Frs. arociary
Wit $2.51- eel :25 'Postage
to:
JUN DeNNINO (0.
lierry 5. Pt* Iwo vi000t.ot moo.
kswles.Ps. ISM







512,000 per year. Do you have a family") Do you
wont and need more income? We hove a 512,000
per year part time business opportunity for you. No
investment. Renionol expansion program. Call or
write NATIONAL SAFETY ASSOCIATES, 3637 Park
Ave Suite 210. Memphis, Tn. 38111. Call collect: I
800 238-5329 or 1-901 458-3315
THE FAMILY of Rev.
Harold Smotherman
wishes to. thank the
relatives, friends, and
neighbors who brought
food and expressed their
sympathf 'during our
- time qf sorrow. A




and singers who mack'






Apply in person to
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc. See 0. IA
Mathis.
PANTS PRESSER. Apply
in person at Boone'S
Laundry- and Cleaners,
605 Main:
FERRY MORSE Seed Co.
desire i accountant for






or a minimum of 15
hours toward degree.
Responsibilities will







hi-glory,- le- Plant Con-
troller„, Ferry 'Morse




applicators, _ plenty- of




needs - babysitter in







GIRLS TO wash 'cars.
Must have drivers
license Apply in person
only to Dwain Taylor




Delivery of dirsel and
gasoline to farm ac-
counts in Calloway
County.. Must be 21,







IS P. 0. Box 787. Equal
Opportunity Employers.
HELP WANTED in clean-
up shop, no experience
necessary. call 753-1984
or 753-6172.
EARN $40 to $60 extra
for every 100 envelopes
you address at home.
• Operate your own-
buSniness at your own
pace. Send for free in-
formatilin to J. E. En-
terprises, 1/35 Oaklawn
St. S. E. Lenior N. C.
28645.
PAO OR MORI. weekly
mailing circulars. For
free detailS, 1.). L.
Buford, 4365 St. Charles
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. - and Tennessee.
Representing GOLDEN
RULE LIFE INS. Co.
Phone 753-7273.
15 Articles For Sale
FOR SALE Brunswick
regulation pool. table,
6350. 75371023 after 4:30
p.m. --
10 X 14 SEARS tent in















210 E. Main 753.04*
13. For Sale Or Trade
WILL TRADE apart-
ment size Kenmore
washer like new, for a
used 220 volt window air
conditioner. Call _436-
TWO USED bar stools
Call 436-2361,
WANT TO buy used Gym
Set: Call 436-2742 after
6:00.
WANT TO BUY STAN-




. wir . 1
15 Articles For Sa ie.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners'. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7
1551.
SATURDAY. ONE DAY
sale with items in the
store' up to 50 -percent
OFF. Outside, hay* a
• patio sale Gesw.. and





on sale at Wiggins
Furniture, 641 North.
FOR- SALE, antique





759-1078 after 4 p.m.
CHROME TABLE, 4
chairs, $40. Call 759-1048.
FOR SALE, formica and
Wilson art, lamenated
plastic, sizes, 2'x4' -
4'x12' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.




cleaning oven, Harvest ,
Gold 1 year old. Call
437-4577.
DELUXE FRIGIDAIRE,
avocado - green stove
with 2 more months
guarantee.4504292 after
6.





Hodge 1. Son, Inc.
21:15 So. 5th
19 Farm Equipment
FOR SAf..E tobacco' ana








Vinson Tractor Co. 753-
4892.
20 Sports Equipment
1974 BLUE and silver
metallic Checkmate
For more information
call 354-4419 after 5 p.m.
TWO WHEEL utility
trailer. aluminum car
top boat and maw-. Call
753-1261.
40 H. P. JOHNSON 15L2'





IsSat, 161-2 ft., 175 hor-
sepower Evinrude,






fishing boat with 9.9
Evinrude outboard,




• - - -
SAIL BOAT, Hurley 21.'
twin keel cruise with
new sails-Call (606)










Across from Irving Cobb
Hotel. Ph. 443-3879. Shop
if you like, but check our














27. Mobile Home Sales
FOR- SALE, 2 bedroom






dryer. Very nice. $5000.
753-4074 or 753-1877.
1971 MOBILE HOME for
sale, .2- *bedroom:436-
2315.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
FOR RIENT 12 x • 54.
mettle-home, furnished.
Call 527-1654. • -
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for




BUILDING for rent or




rent of lease. For more-
- information call 753-0839
or 753'.5287 --..
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT quiet
room or apartment in
Murray close to MSU.
Call collect 527-8551. -







SIBLE party to take tin':
payment like new color. _
TV. Clayton's fforrnerly
J aildB Music), 75377515.
LARGE SELVTION of
new Magnavox console
stereos for only $12.00
per month. Clayton's
(Formerly J & B
Music), 753-7575.
SISSON'S ZENITH  
guarantees you the..
lowest prices and 1 year
'free, service on all color,
TV's. Shop around, then
come see Sisson Zenith,
19 miles west of Murray,.
on Hwy. 94. 382-2174.
78 MODEL Pioneer -1-X
650 receiver. Two 
66G three way speakers.
Syggested retail. price
41,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 753-
3724 after 5.
27 Mobile Home Sales
MOBILE HOME, 12 x 65,
2 bedroom, Monte Carlo,




FOR SALE by owner;.
mobile home, 1978
model, never used, 14 x
70, all electric. 2 baths
and 3 bedrooms. Must be
seen to be appreciated.
Call Bob Futrell at-753-
7668 or 753-2364.
NICE FURNISHED I. 
bedroom apartment.
Inquire at 100 S. 13th.
FOR RENT..., 2 bedroom
'apartment with
fireplace. Call 753-4021.
ONE ROOM apt. fur-
nished. Working man
only $50.00 month. Call
753-3,11!
33 Rooms For Rent




Apartments, S. 16th, 753- ,
6609.
33 Rooms For Rent







FOR SALE, 11 cows and 9

















solid black and all




rntraday and Friday, 3, _
111111003 Olive. Clothing,
odds and ends.
FOR SALE ; bedroom
stone house. .Ap-
proximately 3 acres, '
located 641 N. CaU 758- _
6458.
MOVING' SALE: thur-
sday and Friday rain or
shine, 121 South toward
New Concord. First road
past L and B 'Grocery,
follow signs, 9 to 6
ONLY. Furniture,
clothes and odds and
ends.




size 12, old antiques,
cupboard and
miscellaneous. Friday
and Saturday, 211.... S.
lath.
B & J HYDRAULICS
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.'







Monday-Friday-7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 
ti15:00








Floored and rawly. Ilp Is 11 i 24 Also Wire style, offices, cottages,
mobile hew* id-eas, mil :plies, or USUILD, pre-,u$ csitsplet.ily ready
So oisoloiletirte-11i II. Soy the best fin less
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS •
NEW LISTINGS AT KOPPERUDREAL
LOVE &LARGE KITCHEN? - •
Vi[s. home is for yOu. .1u.st- wc:s of liturmy city
limits, modern tutths,
central he ily room with
t- fireplace, ¶1c of extras and lots of quality.
Owner transferred out of town. 40's.
THIS IS GOOD HOUSE SENSE
'Far bedroom, 2 bath home ideally4ocated clo.se
to shopping areas._ Lots of storage in this new
listing - 10 closets Phone us today Tor more in-
formation. 30',s
NOT AS A FIRECRACKER
This new listing is bound to get the hot action oil]
fireworks display on the 4th of July' Fear
bedrooth home. in Hazel for only $10,000! This is,„0,.






. Don't. miss seeing, this neat and attractive 3
bedroom home with economical natural gas
heat, full basement, fenced backyard and a price
sure to please. An excellent starter home or good
retirement home !located on-quiet street in good
neighborhood.'20's.
4TH OF JULY WEEK SPECIAL
New listing in prestigious Oaks Estates. If you
want- athouse that is different from your neigh-
bors, see this one! Three beautiful bedrooms,
large bathrooms, stereo Intercom, heat pump
and a large upstairs game room. All this plus
fireplace, extra storage and well decorated 7 call
us and let LIS show yeu this ene.
111 Alain
Murray, Ky.
HOUSE AND 6 ACRES
Here is that rare home-buying opportunity of
good home plus acreage plus. close-to-town
location at a reasonable price. Three bedrtiOm
brick home with central heat an(' air and low
utility bilLs. Lots of the great outdoors with apple
trees, gar&n spots and outside building suitable
for.horse stable or storaae. Phone us right away'
WANT CHARM - COMFORT?
This home is fqr yokolter bedroom home with
fireplace in living rWatftidiedgarage, lovely
wooded yard with white picket fence. Charm-and
nmfort at a comfortable price. Low 30's.
SMART STYLE--SMART BUY
"Quality plus" best describes this new 3
bedroom, 2 bath home located in Hazel.
Fireplace with heatalator, built-in appliances,
• custom built cabinets, heat pump, thermopane
windows are only a fey, of the quality features of
this home. The price is right! 30's.
1 •
KEYED TO CONVENIENCE
Immaculate 3 bedroom. 2 bath home with cen-
tral heat and air, den with fireplace, attached
garage. Attractive design and decor throughout.
Extra, Extra: large modern workshop building
with concrete floor and 220 wiring. Quality home
-- Good value. Priced in the high 30's.
KOPFFERUD 24 Hr. Phone
REALTY Ph. 753-1222




Just listed Spic azUnn brick home only
minutes from city 1W,..!forne has 4 bedrooms,
2 baths, lots of closet -space, outside storage
building and priced in the 30's
4t. SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS
Groce7S7-Gas Station with excellent iitCP'ene
potential located on busy Highway 94, 12 miles
from Murray near Kentucky Lake. Store has
thriving fresh produce business:greenhouse- for
plant and flower sales. fishing equipment and
bait sales, trucks for transporting produce. This
is a well-established business and an excellent
income producer. All operating figures fipaished









ARD SALE. Friday and
Saturday 3 miles East
on 94. turn right at
Whites Camper Sa
third trailer to right,
- XARAGE SALE, Friday,
Mostly- teenage clothes.
On N. 641 about 1 mile
tir, Om city limits.
• 
1101111141
YARD SALE - Satur-
day, July 8 from 8 a.m.








from 9-4. SchOol clothes, 
good jeans. etc. On
Wiswell Road - and
John* Robinson Road.
GARAGE SALE. What a
garage sale, Where.
Kirksey. Lots of odds
and ends, clothes
miscellaneous. Come on
out and see for yourself.
9:00 until Friday and
Saturday, July 7 and 8.
YARD SALE, Thursday,
Friday, Saturday 4
miles from Murray on
-Hwy. 641 , and Phillips
Road, Id a.m. to 5 p.m.
YARD SALE, Ft-Wax and
Saturday. July 7 and 8,





American Legion the 7th
and 8th from -7 till 5
o'clock. Fir yth ing
priced to sell.
111REE. PARTY- garage
sale. July 6,7.8 from 9-5.
. -Lots of clothes all sizes.
antique 'dishes, tables,
-pictures. lots of odds and
:;ends. 1701 Magnolia. -
IXPARTYyard sale, -
Friday and Saturday.
Antiques, Avons. and so





Friday •July 7, .8-6. and
.
S. 
6th.urday. July 8, 4-2 at
• 
11110-- CARPORT SALE,
triday and - Saturday.
July 7 and 8,7-?. Lots of
nice pants-suits, slacks,
sweater, shoes. drapes,
bed spreads, arwl lots of
other items, 1713
Magnolia.
GARAGE SALE, rain or
shine, Friday, July 7, '2
mile past New Concord







NEW LISTING at 112 N.-
7th. Nice home with 3
bedrooms, kitchen,
dining room, living
rum, 112 baths, nice
yard. Area- of nice
homes but zoned B-2 fot
the future. Good buy at
only $20,500. The




located in center of
Murray. Owner will
consider financing with
25 percent down, Don't
let this opportunity of a
life time pass you by.
Call LORETTA JOBS
LASSIFIEOS 1011 MORE PROMISE MS







e Joffe Shopper,. Corm,
• • ProNsmanal Services
AlfaliThe Friendly Touch"
Gatesboro Residential
Lot. 120' wide 200' deep
on Gatesboroegh Cir-
cle. City water and
sewers. Priced right to
sell quickly at $4,950.
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate 105 N. 12th.
PLEASING PRICE, -
Charming ,• 2 bedroom
home near Kentucky
Lake. Horne has at- ,
- tractive. kitchen-den'
combination, lovely.
fireplace in the living -
room, new wall-to-wall
carpeting, new drapes
and a sharp new look
throughout. Priced at
only $14,500. Don't delay
phone tqday on this bona
fide bargain. Phone- -
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222, anytime-
ALL you could ã* for in.





carport plus 20x12 block
building with utility
everyone, cheap. Call service all on a nice lot.
436-539510c information- Near East School and
the ,Lake. Only 316,995,
TWO PARTY yard sae.- Nelson Shroat Realtors.
Friday only 7 a.m. till 4 Uncle Jeff's Shopping:
p.m.. 507 Poplar. Center, 750-1707.. •
AUCTION
Saturday, July at le a.m., rain or shine at the
Elsie Thomas lee keine 2.11 miles west of Hwy 641 ea
Coles Camp Ground Read, first white brick house ea
right past water shed.
Will sell antiques: old table and 5 chairs and 1
captain's chair, china cabinet, buffet, walnut lamp
table, 2 old dressers, 4 kerosene lamps, chums and
crock jars, butter dish, horse collars, brass knob
hamcs, horse drawn tools, shoe lasts, curling irons;
also grape swag and miniature lamps, wine set, 9
pc diamond point set with ruby band, vases,
figurines, old Victrola and 35 old records, wash ket-
tles, powder jar, old wood cookie keg and cookie jar,
ice tangs, bedstead-, nid quilt's and top, large collec-
tion of Avon bottles, collections of salt and peppers.
Two sets china, odd bo,svls; coffee, end .and lamp
thbles, kitchen clock, coming ware, shelves, elec.
sewing machine in cabinet, vacuum Eleaner relec-
tralux-4,-orid-okatiatrpotsrpaiskend i401%0P00040
boxes ad items.
0. Not .-reaponsible for accidents, detailed an-
t-
nouncements day of sale, eats and drinks by Ronnie
i;nr(iner. for information call








heat. Priced in the 30's.
Reach for the phone
now.. .don't let this Koine
get IlWay. LORETTA ,
JOBS REALTORS...753n
1492. _ _ -
'
 II "AS DAY BREAKS:"
listen to the rooster
crow, feed your horses
at your own country
farm house with plenty
of space-3 acre mini-
- farm-located southwest.
__Prices) in the 20's. Cell




DREAM - Get ready to
move r into one of
Murray's sharpest and -
most spacious homes.
This house has three




heat and central air, a
private patio and an
intercom for something'
extra. It would be our
pleasure. to show this












1101 Sycamore Norm, Ky.
" SHOULD THINK WITH :THE NEW














from our five full-time
sales representatives.
We, have clients waiting
to purchase all types of
Real Estate so let us




make buying and selling
real estate easy for you!
=11111i
FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres 1-2 mile south of
Wiseharts Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy ,
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.
PLEASURE
THERAPY. Cure for
those City -blahs! Fifer-e-
re a 3 bedroom brick to
enjoy with pride. From
hall, you enter the
plus carpeted living
room or amily- room
With fireplac'e,kr down
the carpeted hall th-the S
bedrooms with pegged,,










IT AIN'T necessarily :IQ
that good things must









home on private 3 acre






Heat Pump, all modern
conveniences plus a
rustic, comfortable
design add up to a
pleasant life style for
you. Donit let this op-
portunity pass you buy.







Profeseional Ser., 1, r•
With The Friendly Tour h
Two Chotee Lakeview
• • • S
Call us today




Priced at only 0,350.
Boyd-Majors- Real




WITHIN 4 MILES OF•• --MURRAY?




(200 x 660), include
wilt& and have just
the restrictions you




3'2 miles east of











Price per lot is $7-750
HURRY! Only 3 lots
left.





NEW LISTING m New
Providence. Older home








The Nelson Shroat Co.,
Realtors, 754-1707.








ertlfi-cornbeeint oo heti. Miami spy( LAI
CO. . HAM BREAKFAST
. flowneenade biscuits earl red-eye praerld
SPICIAt dieg $21S) .
-- FECJALSforaiMie44,rjParPfe#44/1141fer-
. BOSTON TEA Foal
•pim-lient
QUREANY
5274468 - 753 9625
REDO AN OLDIE.. .make
her shine...Have your 3
. .acres and house,..pn to
date. Has 50 x 20 block
buildine besides. Make
an offer. Also don't
forget tci watch for our
ad on the building page
..of the paper each
Tuesday. If you have
any questions on any of
our ads, please call or
come by our office and




...Cason" rampber• yet laty
rokassi I r toot Three at
brick ,it Oohing ma*.
Real backyard. Carpet moor
Ilartlymed Wimp Rem awl
Noll- Lupe iit sod Mosier es,
Tile' both. latatediate
Pesseecao Only 534.3111.
FARM 75 saes witIriet 2 adhe
S f cif', Webs Nos seiii
weer, barn, tobacco ail&
ilea. ROHS Is atealtry
rah 7 beetroot, 1". Mak
fireplace 2 car gorape. Thiele









US 641 North- •
Murry, Ky.
•6 AIN TIT us emmirsiss TfINI• Till piN0A1
bAil TII. wiir5tuerrs5in,s,1 AfornseltINDAt
7 AM TH. IN roe ON NADA%
• ••••
Hot,IF FOR - A
_GROWING FAMILY
four bedroom. 24 bath'
home on Main .Street
with lot 360 feet deep.




fireplace with gas logs,




10 closets. This home is
sure to 'be a pleasant
surprise! Let us show it








ranch home. 1st floor, 3
BR, 1"2 baths, formal
living and dining room,
-large paneled family
room off kitchen,
drapes, central air and
heat. lower floor, 6
entrances off parking
area, 6 student rodriis, 3
baths and kitchen, fully






Prof esiouna I Services
With The Friendly Teach"
- Beautiful Building
Site. Almost 4 miles
past Mt. Carmel Chur-
ch. 2 acres of land. It
is perfect for you if you
enjoy wild life. Very
pritrate and priced to






home. This is located in









hag new carpeting and
decorating, Looje.at this
and make'in offer. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
206 So. 4th -Street,- 753-
nun or 7531





LAKE LOTS for sale by
owner. Lake front and
Lake view, several to
choose from on Ky. Lake
and Barkley Lake.
Terms available. Call
James,, Bob, or Jimmy
Fut-reit at 753-7668 or 753-
2394.
FOR SALE by owner; Lot
II-14 -miles east of
Murray. City water, no
restrictions, not in a
subdivision Call Bob
Futrell 753-7668 or 753-
2394.
FOR SALE, 100 acres at
South Pleasant Grove.
492-4790 after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE by owner; lot
for mobile home, septic
- tank, city water, electric
-__service pole, driveway,
' I • • '
-Schee.. Immediate
poaiddsion. Call James,
. Bob, or Jimmy Futrell
at 753-7666 or 753-2394.
44. Cots For Sale
LARGE SHADED lot on
Doran Road, 1.14 acres
or 180 x 275 could well be
the best residential lot
left in town. Call James
or Bob Futrell at 753-
• 7668 or 753-2394.
.16 LAKE -LOTS on Blood
River Bay. All-. near-
waterfront, 100 x 200,
power line, running
water, school bus and
mail route. $3000 each,
10 per cent down. Call
436-2427. -
45 farms For Sale




barn stock and some
timber. Located bet-




FOR SALE by owner; 65
acre farm in New
Concord, 750-ton stlo,-3
phase current, fine deep
well, beautiful building




James, Bob, or Jimmy
Futrell at 753-7668 or 753-
2394.
72k2 ACRES on Calloway_
and __Marshall_ :County- _
line on Kirksey Hwy.
Call 527-1864 days, and
527-8576 nights.
46. Homes For Sale







HOUSE FOR SALE by
owner. 1614 Kirkwood
Dr. 3 bedroom, 1'2






fenced back yard with
tool shed and 10
producing -fruit trees.
Call 753-8128 Or 75377906.
S.
47 Motorcycles
1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less




Call 753-6605. - • t
BSA CUSTOM 'CHOP-
PER 650 esighs.. New
inside and out, Built 
and painted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Harley rearend, red
crushed velvet seat and
lots of chrome. Ridden






Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
Ply. $27.57 plus $2.115
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,




farm tire service, truck






49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 IMPALA, 4-Door
sedan, power steering
and brakes, air con-
ditioned, must sell, $400.
753-9634.
1971 ."VW VAN, good
condition: Call 759-1657.
1971 CHEVROLET 60
:series dump truck has a
'1978 366 motor under
warranty. 12' Rogers
bed and tag axle, ex-
cellent shape. Call for
appointment 759-4039.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1968 FORD, good tran-
sportation. $250. 753-
9571.
1976 REGAL, V-8, 2 door,
loaded, excellent con-
diton. Call 753-0693 or/-
759-4455.
1978 MUSTANG, 2.plus 2,




and air, low mileage,
good condition, $2650.
Call 753-6564.
FOR SALE 1950 FORD '
pick-up truck flat -head-




and 8 track tape player.
--Real .good tires. Call




runs good with trailer
towing package. Call
• 436-2632.
1972 FORD • Galaxie
50,000 miles new tires
owners car, like new.
-- S4E1 - Chevy- track. -Call
437-4801.
1976., FORD LTD -
Brogham, 23,500 actual
miles,lots of extras. 436-
5818. •
FORD customized van.
• Has8 track stereo, CR.,
AM-FM radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couch-




49. Used Cars & Trucks
STEPSIDE VAN, $500
Call 753-6556 after 5 p.m







tires two owners, $595.
Call 753-8120.
5.
97, PACER auto, a-c
AfiFFM, ,buckets, low
miles, like new, 753-8076:





'1906 GMC panel truck, V-
6, -automatic- with air-,
good tires, in real good
condition. Can be seen at
Murray Sand Co. or call
437-4817.
1975 VOLKSWAGEN-
RABBIT 2 Door hat-
chbaClideluxe. cine is in
excellent condition'-wIth
25,000 actual miles. Red
exterior with white






_Ceaditicalk _Cali 345-2028 _
Mayfielct after S
OVERCAB CAMPER
- slips in .truck, includes
stove refrigerator, etc,
Sleeps 5, call 753-6317.
1972 BONANZA camper,
18', self contained. Call
753-1934 days or 753-1861
nights.
ARROWHEAD CAMPtit
sales has the new
fiberglass cargo cover,
Hwy 80 East, Mayfield,
Ky. 247-8187.
BARKLEY UKE
Two level, 5 -bed-roorp-bkiek, two full'
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2-
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with'
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price -
-,$11






FOR SALE BY OWNER
Three bedroom, . quality built home, GE 49.-_-_-ree-
pliances, heat pump, priced reasonable. Located
3 miles from Murray on Ol1 Salem Road.
753-i473
_
SidY -frir 1-116r1-RTNTITn1361t. WIT: ---
your mobile hoMe in 4254.
,SCENIC ACRES ' 
SUBDIVISION. vs mile 11171 OLDS Delta 88. .4-
from East Elementary door, hard top, has AM-
FM 8 track steree,
pewer steering
brakes, good eootu a.
cd
492,322 ----
Beautiful white "brick home 2 miles west of Hardin
on Highway 80 Lot size approximately 150 x 210
Beautifully landscaped -
.3 bedrooms, 2 baths, Optional room tO serve as
fourth bedroom or game room
•large living room/den combination, large (lininv
room and large kitchen
.2-car attached garage
.over 1,800 square feet of living area plus garage
CALL ABOUT THIS NOME
•
AT $45,900 IT IS PRICED
!mu, BELOW REPLACEMENT COST
•-• , •
Adjarafflot of 100 x 200 is optional item for sale
Includesn6; horse barn 32 x40 with running water
and elPctricity 86,500 is the low price for this lot sin-
ce barn-replacementrosts would be approximate!)
$3,500. •._
FOR SA I ,F; BY OWNER
SHOWN BY APPOINTMENTONLY
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50 Campers
1971 COLEMAN, 5%, pop-






SON - General home
remodeling, framing,
Call 436- aluminum siding and




dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and-lircessories.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-
way, 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
51. Services Offred




install Eldorado Stone.,- -
No costly fociings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof maSonary
prbduct. Less than the
cott of natural stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent _do-
it-yourself project or we











Sears: 753-2310 for free
estimates.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p:m. 753-7149.
LICENSED ELEC-_
TRICLAtt- and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating,




Company Inc. Air con-





















MOVE ONE MORE TIME-
TO-YOUR NEW HOME. :.
Brand ew Listing-306 Broach, near University,
3 aft.: bath WV., newly decorated, electric
heat, all-to-wall carpeting. Washer, dryer,
drape es, T. V. antenna included. WON'T
I1NGR ON THE MARKET AT $29,900.
COUNTRY LIVING AT IT'S BEST...
Drive out today and see this 15 acres plu.si large
troom B. V. home located just 3 miles ikuth of
Tri-City on route no. 97. 3 bedroom, 2 baths, Cen-
tral heat and air, wall-to-wall carpeting are






IN by Sears save on
these -high beat and




SON will work and
vacuum your car weekly
at your home in Murray
for $3.00. Call 492-8441
before 7 p.m.




Service Calls or in-shop
repair of hydraulic
parts, jack rebuilding,
prices starting at $17.50.





eon* seas carpets as...
ponied portablievorrer.
boos doss all p)e
=Nis-sod vacuums
ootiespdoini dirt and




a traction at the ant
[YOU SAVE UP To
$25.00 PER ROOM
FREE TO GOOD home,
beautiful part German
Sheperd and Collie Dog.
Good watchdog but will
, pot bite. Good dog for








REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL PROPERTY
Mrs. Evalena Alderdice
Location: Farmington, Ky. on Highway 121
Time: 10:00 A.M. Rain or Shine
Saturday, July 8, 1978 -4444r
,
REAL ESTATE. - Two bedroom brick- trome with electric heat, bath, kitchen, ding
room, living room with fireplace, utility room and garage. Ph acre beautifully lan-
dscaped lot. This piece of real estate is in first class condition and in a choice
location,_
L Fer_pnor inspection of-leal Estate, before auction, contact selling agents. 
PERSONAL, PROPERTY - Living room suite; two Platform rockers; end tables with
matching lamps; glasstop coffee table, beveled plate 'glass wall mirror, floor lamp;
oak top ice &ream table; two popsicle stick lamps; Carnival glass candy dish; two Pink
Hull vases; electric  IV with irons; Currier klves. prints; awled.picture4: RCA TV;---
wan clock and sconces; folding chairsjt-trays; wicker trash basket; turtle shell top
It, smoking stand; Electrolux vacuum cleaner; Friendship quilt; Butterfly 
pttern•
qui ,,Snake quilt; Briar Stitch afghan; knitted afghan; assorted linens and towels;
four po3ter bed with chest; dresser and vanity seat; bedroom lamps; Piecrust table:
• two antique-rockers; twin maple beds; walnut sewing machine; small oak bed table;
-digital-clock radio, like_ new; invalid walker; maple dining room table with six -
•chairs: Hutch; 6" preserve stand; fluted Carnival glass fruit bowl; hand painted
Japan ware; 8 piece set of china: assorted glassware; bowls; dishes; some depression,
glass; 8 piece set .øf Dogwood pattern dlina; Planters geantrt iar with. Peanut JJL
(rare);. egg plates; milk bottle; electric kitcli clock; granite„pans; doh bowl and.
• - OWS•fevezirFWarhit4adio;'-ifiarrifftorr--Beach mixer; Holmes A-EN-riff-5
silverware, 52 pike set; wooden cheese box:. spice box; kerosene lamp; Frigidaire
refrigerator; like. new; Frigidaire Deluxe electric range, 1976; Coolerator air con-
ditioner; 2 ,stepstools; 2 brownstone jars; Sears washer and dryer: 15 cu. ft. •chest
freezer; Bent Willow table; wicker 'clothes basket; 6 it. stepladder; garden and hand
tools; 1968 Buick teSabre, 4 door, excellent condition.
TERMS.: On personal property cash day of sale. .
Real Estate 10% day of sale, balance with delivery of deed witlijn 15 dais. 1".th.n..'
Bob Wilfred, Executor
Farmington, Ky.





This 4 bedroom home has Aluminum
siding, 2 acres, spacious rooms for living corn-
'Tort. Newly redecorated. Extra insulation to beat
the slimmer heat. Priced in LOW:LOW $30's
Si.Services Offered
Ai 1G INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall





siding by Alcoa. Free
gutters with vinyl or
aluminum siding. Call
Byars Brothers and
-Sons, 354-8951 or 362-
EXPERIENCED IN-
TERIOR and exterior
house painter. Call 759-
1228.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 75372.310







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,






DO 'YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"_
beneath ground:Leaves -
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
















FOR YOUR septic tail'
and backhoe work
needs. Also sentic tank
cleaning. Call John






ficient service. No job
too small. Coll Ernest
White, 7
B J 'HYD/IAULICS.
Service calls, or in-shop -
repair • of hydraulic
parts, jack rebuilding,
prices starting at $17.50.
Hwy 1346 off 94 East.
Call 436-27
MOBILE- -HOME - A-ft=
- CHORS, underpinning
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack








ALL. TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field







reasonable rates, I do
the work myself. Call
753-1603 after 5 p.m.








TRY AND TOP THIS!
Beautifol country, home, modern in every detail,
surrounded by stately trees and attractive lan-
dscaping. This B. V. home provides 3 large
bedrooms, 14 baths, many closets, formal
dining as well as breakfast room, marble
fireplace in living tooth, den adjoining kitchen.
Breezeway, 2 car att. garage-on Pis acres. 3
minutes to Shopping. REDUCED TO ONLY
$46,900.
WHERE THE LIVING IS EASYI THEME HAS IT ALL!




4.3 just the 3 BedrriSN bath-living km-Dining Rm, Kitchen
'
mile from city limits. This exceptionally, nice 2 with eatrg bar, 
built-in desk, double dr.
refrigert4L111-cleanil CrytLextEa_cabinetw...
Weekend reff-m--er."Ciii-starbOr-seTharn-Storage -1111hlrflin• -gas to-g 1 riP ce-redwood 
deck,
house-excellent garden area-horse lot-area for located on large corner 
lot. Plus-Newly painted
dogs. Plus, 20 apple trees-Grape arbor-Lots of inside-Asphalt privewn‘ CALL US-SEE 
IT-






LAKE LIVING AT IISIIESTV
"Just On The Market" II! V. that is a real find for
the family desiring a wooded location with 224' of •
lake frontage. Living room; dining room, kit-
chen, 2 baths. Central electric heat and air,


















A delightful setting, 1 acre- only 2 miles form
lake, has 2:r3edroom mobile home plus 2 bedroom
furnished cottage for potential rental income
Also workshop, large garden, strawberry patch.




By living in this 3 bedroom house on 4 acres in
the Kirksey area. Spacious, 2 bath B. V. Bi-level. 
'laded with qiiirTry. Great roan With fireptiFi;
electric hgat, wall-to-wall carpeting... enjoy
peace and quietin this•scenic location. Sri take
advantage of this fine offek now. Reduced to
$46.900.
tAt 151111 Barbara Erwin 753-4131
lirilra Moody 753-18341 SERVING THE ENTIRE PURCHASE....hot 753-2311753-8080 AREA
N. 12th St. Murray - 1534080
Warren Shropshire 153-1211
Noebon Moody 7531038












- Mrs Koski,' Junes. retired
School teacher, died Wed-
- nesday at six a.m. at the
Parkvie-w Convalescent
Center, Paducah: She was a
"charter menibes of the Hazel
United Methodist Church and
resided on Raze! Route Two.
The Hazel resident was the
wife of W.- Jones, first rural
- mail carrier out of the Hazel
pOstoffice starting in 1904. He...
died i 1947. Mrs. Jones was
well known thn;ughout the
area for her work as a teacher
and in her church. Born Nov.
17, 1888, in Henry County;
Tenn.. slie-Wasthe daughter of
the late W. D. Hurnph.reys and
Osaka Paschall Humphreys.
Mrs. Jones - is survived by
_we flaunter. Mrs,Richarci ,,,
Terrell, Paducah:- two sons,
Rex Jones, Knoxville, Tenn.,




The funeral will . be held
Friday at _three p.m. at the
Hazel 'United Methodist
Church with the Rev. Frank
Bratt officiating and the song
service by the church choir.
Active pallbearer t will be
Toni_ Scruggs, . Walter Farris
Farmer. Leland Straderi
• Lowell Calhoun, A. F. Myers,
and ..40/ilhe l'anson. HOnoray.
pallbearers will be Carrit-
W ilson, Henry- West, Paul
Dunn„ Robert .0.- Miller, and
Cy Miller.
• Burial will follow in the
Easel _Cemetery with the
arrangements bys the Miller





Funeral services fbr Nathan
Pittman of 806 Broad Street,
Murray, will be held Friday at
Offi pin. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the, Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White officiating. The
song service will be by the
choir of the . Poplar Spring
Baptist Church with .Paul
Henderson as leader and
Hazel Jean Brandon as
orgahist.
Pallbearers will be Robert
Walker. Ramon McCiiiston,
Clayborne McCuiston, - Wade
Thompson JoeB. Smith,
• Arthur Rolfe, Claude Wilson.
and Ras. Lassiter. Burial will
-follow in the - Barnett
Cemetery.
- Friends may call at.' the
funeral home.
.- 'Mr.- Pittman,' age 75, died
Tuesday-at 1:25 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He retired from
- Chrysler Corporation', Detroit,
Mich., after 28 years of ser-
vice, and returned to Calloway
County- where he operated a
grocery store at Pottertown
for ten years before retiring a'
' few years ago.
The Murray man is Survived
by his wife, Nis. Salone
•Grogan Pittman, to whorti he
was married. on. June 7, 1924,
doe' datighter, Mrs. Mervin
(Nell) Williams, Troy, Mich.:
one son; James- rlinflraS






The Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church, located on
Highway 121 South at Cherry
Corner, will hold 'its Vacation
Church School . starting
Monday. July 10, and con-
tinuing through Friday. July
14. -
' 'Classes will be held for
,children, ages five to twelve
years, from nine to 11:30 a.m.
each trusrnirtg. •
me school will be concluded
with a program on Sunday.
July It- at six p.m. All
children of the community are
invited, a church spokesman
• said
Mrs. Pinkston Dies Gospel Singing to
At Hospital Monday Be Held On Friday
Graveside services for Mrs.
Ruth Pinkston, mother of Dr,
William Pinkston of Murray,
ape being held today at
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Mrs. Pinkston, age 87, „a,
resident of Embassy Apart-
ments, Murray died Monday
morning at the Western State
--111Depital, klopkinaville. Born
Oct. 16,1890; in Nebraska, she
was the daughter of the late
W. T. Durnell and Alitia Scott
Durnell.
The deceased was retired
teacher and is survived by two
sons, including Dr. Pinkston of
Murray, and several grand-
children.
The J. H Churchill Funeral





The funeral for -Miss Wilma
Lois Lassiter oi-Paducah was
held this mornirig, at eleven
o'clock at the chapel of the
Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah,. with the Rev. Sid
Maddox officiating.
Pallbearers were Leonard
Wood, Brent Barlett, L. D.
Archie McDonald,
Mike McDonald, and Max
McDonald. Baia] was in the
, Temple Bilis Cemetery in-
Calloway County.
--Miss Lassiter died Tuesday
--if-1:45 p.m. at the National
Health Enterprise Nursint
Home, Paducah. She was a -
member of the Elm Grove
Baptist Church and a retired
employee of Claussner
Hosiery Company at Paducah.
Survivors include one sister-
in-law, Mrs. Irvin Miller,
• -
A gospel singing will be held
at the outdoor amphitheater of
Paris Landing State Park on
Friday, July 7, at eight p.m.
Featured singers will be the
Tennessee Country Gospel
-and the Crusaders Quarter.
Incase of rain, the singing
will held in Ellington Hall
at the 'Paris Landing State
Park Inn. The public is in-




WKMS-FM at Murray State
Lneeersity is conducting a poll
of area residents to determine
the most popular classical
music: compositions. The
station plans .to broadcast the
• .classical top_ 40" this _fall,
based on listenerpreferences.
Interested persons should
send the station a list of their
three favorite compositions.
They can be any length and
from any period. Lists should
be sent to: Classical Top-40,
WKMS-FM, 3227 University
Station. Murray, Ky., 42071.
WKMS-FM is located at 91.3
on the FM dial. It operates as









Ken 'Lynch said the demon-
strators, including two
women, were arrested on
Wednesday as they tried to
occupy the embassy. Syrian,
peace-keeping troops in
Lebanon have been battling
Lebane,se Christian
militiamen since last week.
 dismissal
Berkeley stands accused. by
the departments of Labor and
Health, Education and
Welfare of impeding alederal
review of the school's prac-
tices for hiring women and
minority group faculty
members.
The government alleged on
wealiesday. that, the, univer-
sity's action violates federal
anti-discrimination reguia-
tions and jeopardizes renewaL___
of a $1.5 million contract with
the Navy for scientific
research.
prosecution of former acting University -of California at
- -
FBI director L. Patrick Gray
Ill and two top aides is Un- 
s - -
tate. Sen.Joe Pra'her a
•
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
WASHINGTON AP ) - A
fifth Soviet underground
nuclear blast this year is the
presumed cause of seismic
signals picked up by the U.S.
detection system. Energy
Department spokesman JIM
Cannon said on Wednesday
that signals were recorded
originating from the Russians'
Semipalatinsk nuclear test
site in central Siberia. .
WASHINGTON (AP)-'L The
Society of Forst! Special
Agents of - the FBI sm._
warranted. U wants
of federal indictments
charging autho. ization of
illegal surveillance _against
radical groups in the early
1970s.
The group submitted a
resolution to President Carter
and Attorney General Griffin
Bell on_Wednesdajmitit the







,Have Slave Day Event
The Coldwater United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
will have a slave day on
Saturday, July 8.
Persons having odd jobs are
asked to call 489-789 after six-
rn  _frir 4ftct-9171 
_WASHINGTON (AP) - The
In U.Governors Race
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
AP)-State Sen. Joe Parther
today pledged an all-out effort




nounced his. candidacy before
a large crowd at an
ElizabethtOwn motel.
He told his listeners he had -
visited almost every Kentucky '
ccninry and felt he had
statewide „support and
_organizations in key counties
to win.
• Accompanied by a
motorcade, Prather left after
his announcement • for
Louisville to repeat his an-
nouncement and hold a news
-conference. -
--- The senate-president Pro
tern from Vine Grove became
the fourth Democrat to enter
in the primary.
Prattler said that without a
major fund-raiser.-Ilis.-fillanci
committee , had received
contributions and pledges of




Cadet Guy M. Ceinnitigham„
son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Cunningham. 1001 Gatesbbro,
Murray, Ky., is receiving
practcal work in military
leadership at the Army
Reserve Officers' Training,
Corps advanced camp at Fort.
Riley, Kan. s -----
The five-week ROTC ad-
vanced camp provides an






Most cadets are fulfilling
their advanced camp
requirement during summer
between their junior and
senior years in college.
However, there will be, a
number of graduating seniors
who will receive Army
commissions at the com-
pletion of camp.,
Cunningham, a student at
Western Kentucky University
in Bowling...Green. is a 1975






have its annual homecoming
on Wednesday, July 12, with a
basket lunch at noon.
All persons interested in the
upkeep of the cemetery, are
asked to take their donations
Or mini them-la Betty 0.




would take about $300,000 to
finance a successful cam
paign.
Other Democrats in the race
are-Bill Cox of Madisonville,1
former-  higtrway ad-
ministrator; Jim Vernon,
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Ford Motor ' 4Ska-4.
General Care Mt Mx% asked
General Motors ' "Mune.
General Ilre 






Two of a Kind
•,
By Abigail Van Buren
DO. Y Inc
DEAR ABBY: Ever since I've been old enough to read a
newspaper, I've been confusing you with your sister, Ann
Landers. It wouldn't be so bad if you were an advice
columnist and she was a pediatrician. But no such luck.
• America has only to famous advice givers worth their
• saltsautti they both came from the same parents!
I've often wondered how it was possible for rwo people
= its resemble each other samuch in looks, actions and talent.
Now I know -thanks to thelatest scientific development.
Tell the truth, Abby; Are you& Ann Landers the clone?
'LEW RILEY, YORBA LINDA, CALIF.
DEAR LEW: No cloning, here. We are Identical twins,
but we've been referred to as "cyclones"!
DEAR ABBY: My mother and my boyfriend (who lives
with me) are at war. My mother thinks my boyfriend is
using me because he lives with-me, and my boyfrietfd "
thinks rnY mother is trying to run my life.
Abby, I am in the middle. I love them both very much,
. but rmshe one who catches it from both sides. They never
speak to each other. I've tried to explain to Mom that he
helps with the bills and makes me very happy., And I've
tried to-eseplain to my boyfriend that ahe is just 'a regular
mother_ who wants the best for her daughter. But it doesn't
do- any
The only time I fuss with either pf them is over this
situation. Please give me some advice.
ALL CRIED OUT
DEAR CRIED OUT: Yoe tell me what your boyfriend
thinks, and also what your mother thinks, but you don't
tell rue what YOU think! If you aren't sufficiently mature
to handle this situation without getting "all cried out," you
belong withli ,live-in mother-not p live-in boyfriend.
' DEAR ABBY: Just because you have a will is no
assurance that your instructions will be carried out. Once
the lawyer has collected his fee, he is through.
It is then the responsibility of the person you name to
or care what's done.
dispose of Your possessions, and the lawyer doesn't know
I witnessed the signature of a neighbor on her will. She
left all her antiques to her nieces, and her husband knew of
her wishes. Bet after she died, that scoundrel remarried
mad gave her antiques to the daughters of his 'second wife!
In my husband's will, he left me all his assets, with
instructions that, at my death I should leave whatever
everything 50-50 with his eon -
The 
his son. 1 didn't, 1 immediately split
safest thing to do is tn give whatever you have to
whomever you want to have it before you die.
P.C.S
Church, sungeetion the 
"safest,"





FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) - The new
state Energy Department will attempt
for the first time to assess the stite's
energy needs, prompted by concern
over a potential shortage of electricity.
Energy Secretary David Drake said
Wednesday that the state needs an
"energy master plan" immediately.
He said he hoped the statewide
assessment of electricity needs could
be completed in less than a year, but he
Said that is probably an optimistic
forecast.
"It's sornithing we need right now,"
he said in a telephone interview from
his Lexington office. "We'd be in much
better shape if we had it."
Drake said he discussed the
preparation of a statewide energy plan
Wednesday with University of Ken-
tucky economics professor Charles
Heywood, as special consultant to the
Department.
Drake said he told Heywood to make
the statewide energy assessment his
top priority and to recommend ways to
approach the prcjecL _
Drake said the state would eventually
study other energy sectors, such as
natural gas or petroleum, but that
electricity would come first.
"The most pressing is the electrical
sector," he said. "A number of people
are saying the next major energy
crunch will be in electricity because of
the lag in power plant *development.
"Lots of people suggest we may be In
for an electrical crunch in 1980 becaUfla
of the slow rates power plants are being
built." he said. "I don't have the data to
say whether that's true or not.
"Utility plants have slipped and are
behind, but whether it's a problem I
don't blow."
Consumption of electricity has in-
creased because of shortages of other
fuels such as natural gas and because
electricity is plentiful and relatively
cheap, he said.
Drake said the federal government is
encouraging states to assess their
energy needs for the development of
nuclear plant licensing regulations.
But he said it is vital that 'the state
determine its 'sewer needs at all levels,
not just for nuclear power.
"It's a heck Of a big undertaking," he
said.
Drake said the assessment of elec-
tricity, needs will be made in
cooperation with the state's electric
generating'uttlitietwho gbaseatibibthe
necessary datir
He said data provided by-the utilities
could easily be be substantiated, but
that the important thing is not so much
the ravrdata but assumptions that are
based on the data -- for-example, the
assumption that the data indicateF
sufficient need for a new power plant
Hot, Dry Weather P
Puts Strain On Crops
LEXINGTOW, Adate_  
agriculture report says. hot, dry
weather has put a strain on crops
throughoet the state.
Major crops were in fair to good
condition, but needed rain and
moderate temperatures, said the
Kentucky Crop and::- Livestock
Reporting Service.
, Soil moisture last week was 70 .per-
cent short and only 38 -percent
adequate, the report said.
Dry weether enabled farmers to log
5.6 days in the field, but some .areak
have had little rain inthe last four to six
weeks.
The agency said movement of
liv*stock primarily had to be completed
at night and during early morning. The
report added the heat 'could limit
weight gains of livestock being fattened
for slaughter and could reduce total
milk production.
Corn grew rapidly where soil
moisture was adequate, the report said, •
but corn in a number of counties began
to curl and twist for lack of rain.
-Ontelpereent otthia-yearceornirep
had tassled at the end of the week,
compared to 31 percent last year, 18
percent in 1976 and 17 percent on the
five-year average.
The agency said Japanese beetles
were reported in several central and
ea,sterii counties.
Fourteen percent of the tobacco crop
was over 12 inches in height, with 45
percent measuring six to 12 inches and
All percent under six inches.
Late set tobacco fared worse in-the
heat and some late set plants were
damaged by hard thunderstorms over
the weekend,
Sixty percent of the state's wheat
crop had been harvested last week,
with the.. harvest nearly completed in
western Kentucky and some parts of
central Kentucky.
Most postures were reported in good
.conc6tion, but heat and lack of soil
mosture were causing grasses to




BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Syrian
gunners, seeking to batter Lebanon's
two biggest Christian parties into
submission, subjected the Christian_
half of Beirut today to one of the
heaviest bursae' in the war-battered
city's
The Voice of Lebanon, the Christian
Phalange Party's radio station, said
more than 1,-260 Soviet-made Grad and
Katyusha rockets smashed'' into six
residential neighborhoods and the port
area during a sevenhour barrage that
subsided at daybreak.
The outgunned Christians replied
with machine guns and armor-piercing
rockets. Police reported snipers kept up
their fire through the morning despite-
the lull in the Syrian shelling.
A police spokesman said It Lebanese
were killed and 36 were wounded in the
bombardment, raising the reported
Lebanesecasually toll since the start of
Syrian-Christian fighting Saturday to
184 killed and 615 wounded. Most were
Christians.
Syrian casualties are not known.
The bombardment set at least 40
buildings on fire and collapsed several
others. Hundreds of burned-out cars
and downed electric power poles lit-
tered the streets of the eastern half of
the capital.
Most of East Beirut's 600,000
Christians spent their fifth night in
basement shelters without electricity
or water, and with their foodatocks run-
ning put, the Phalang1st radio station
Said.
Across the so-called "green tine" in
the Moslem half of Beirut, the
Christians' foes in the 1975-76 civil wir
lined their rooftops. They applauded
and cheered as the Syrian rockets
exploded in the Ein Riunmaneh slum
quarter, which took the brunt of the
attack, and the Ahsrafiyah and Sioufi
districts, where the Pierre Gemayel's
Phalangists and ex-President Camille
Chamoun's National Liberal Party
have their headquarters.
The two parties' militias were the
right-wing Christians' chief fighting
force in the civil war. Since the ar-
mistice which the Syrian army forced
on them , and their Moslem and
Palestinian adversaries 20 months ago,
they have defied Syrian attempts to




-Kentucky Lake, 7 a .rn.,352.2
• 'Below dam 300.3
Barkley Lake. 7 a.m. 358.2.
Belwo dam 304.6,. down 0.4




- The West Kentucky Jersey
Cattle Club will hold its annual
shim and picnic on Saturday,
JUly 8, at the. A. Carman
Pavilion, College Farm Riled,
Murray.
The sfiow will begin at ten
Fulton as the judge. The
owner of the Junior Champion
Female will receive the Paul
Blalock memorial trophy, and
the owner of the Grand
Champion female will be
prenented the Otley .White
mernorial VOW',
The Deward's ('hapel
Pentecostal located DEAR P. C.S. Your may
be but
the
starting Monday, July 10.
e • c)(34 your wishes are carted out ("the executor I ha* the law on •
Classes for all ages will be • -._ •
his side should your wi•hei he ignored by your hkirs
held from six to eight . p.m. 
• 
from Monday through Friday, 
•
II you put oft Writing i•eters because you don't Imo,. , 
July 14, The public is ineltild to -what to aay• get Abby); booklet, "Hew to Write Lettere
attend, a church spokesman For AU Occselons." Send ti and • long, stumped 128 centat . 
•













Sale of the Century
to $50" Purchased
Regular Price But Save
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